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The fourteenth meeting of the Advisory Comittee an

Rules of Evidence convened in the Groud Floor Coafereme

RooM Of the Suprem Court Building Thursday, May 2, 1968

at 8:50 A.M., and was adjourned Saturday, May 25, 1968, at

1:40 P.M. The following members were present:

Albert S. euner,. Jr., Chairman
Dhvid Berger
flicks ptom
Joe Bring htes
Thomas F. Greem, Jr.
gbert L. Nayrood

Charles W. Joimor
Frank G. Raichle (unable to attend Saturday)
Berma F. Selvin

1Simon I. Sobeloff (unable to attend Friday and
Saturday)

Robert Van Plt
Craig S ,a gmb
Jack B. Weinstein
Edward Benntt Williams
Edward W. Cleary, Reporter

Robert S. Erdahl was unable to attend. Professors

Albert D. Marl, Chairman, and Charles A. Wright, represented

the standing Comaittee at the Thursday and Friday sessions of

the meeting.



Agenda Item No. 1: Memorandus No. 21,

PRO'OSD RZ CSBINMEC 1-05. WfIF D10 IN OP.M 2OU=

Profesor Cleary read Rule 1-05 as proposed ia the first

draft on page 31 of Menorandum No. 21. Dean Jotwer moed

approval without discussion; Judge ates soc dedd-th. motion.

HOver, the question ws raised by Judge VeinsteIs as to

whether application of the rule would prevent tb court from

holding in camera seesions with the coseat of both partie.

Of equal Importance, said Mr. Willias, was the questlont of

whether the court could hold sssiosa In chambers v1 thot

the consent of both parties.

What, inquired Judje Weinstein, was the meaning of the

tern "open court" (lines 2 and 3) as it related to the rul,

and how would the rule effect the right of the court to hold

sees ons outside of the courtroom. Judges bots remarked

that the term was not significant of its location.

Mr. William said he had always been under the impression

that it meant a court that was open to the public. A dis-

cussion ensued as to what constituted a "court," when it

might be considered "open," and was the term applicable when

the court was moved in a body either to the scene of the

crime or to an institution or residence to accmmodate a

physically disabled witness.

Mr. William raised the question of whether the rule as

drafted would prohibit a judge from clearing a courtroom to
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protect a witness. He added that many judges balieved It

ws within their province to bar spectators from the cowt-

room in cases involving moral lsuss, or If the witness was

afraid. Under the rule,, if approved in its-preet form,

would a judge be constrained to think he did not hare the

discretionary right to refuse adeittano to the public?

Judge Notes comented that a judge could do a great

deal to maintain decorum but he couldn't deny a person a

jury trial. He added that oozy judges departod fro the

Supreme Court ruling that trial by jury is one that Is con-

ducted in public, although in so doing, they could jeopard-

ize the validity of the proceedings.

There was a brief discussion on the use of the word

"orally" in line 2 as it affected the vocally handicapped

witness.

Mr. Spangenberg moved approval of the rule as drafted

and was seconded by Judge lNtes. Mr. Spangenberg then

requested that he be peraitted to amend his motion by moving

to strike the word "orally" In line 2. Mr. Jennor said the

amended notion was out of order. Mr. Spangenberg said he

based his objection on the belief that the word "orally"

could also be Interpreted to exclude visual demonstrations

which could be dictated Into the record. The Chairman

observed that, for the most part, all testimony In a trial

is taken orally and in open court but that also, and under
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quite normal circumtances (and considerimg the rules in a

body), there would be testimony in certain trials that

(a) might not be taken in open court and (b) might not be

oral in the generally accepted sense of the word.

Professor Cleary stated that the rule as drafted was

simply an attempt to take care of a provision which had been

in Rule 43(a) of the Rules of Civil Procedure for thirty

years, and a part of Rule 26 of the Rules of Criminal

Procedure for almost as long, In order that the latter could

be eliminated in the final product.

Mr. Spangenberg's motion for approval of Rule 1-05 as

submitted carried by a vote of 6 to 3 (3 member absent and 2

not voting).

Mr. Jenner asked the Reporter to sake an observation In

his notes that they would again take under cousideration the

several issues which had not been resolved to the Committee**

satisfaction.

Rule 1-05, as approved, reads as follows:

" e 1-05. vidc O In all tl
the testimony of witnees sallbe orally in opes
court, unless otherwise provided by act of Congress or
by these rules or by the Rules of Civil or Criminal
Procedure or Bankruptcy."

PROPOSED RULE OF EVI DECE 1-06 - PRELIMINARY QUESTIONS OF
ADMISSIBILITY.

Professor Cleary gave the background of the first draft

of Rule 1-06, as presented on page 32 of Memorandum No. 21
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which deals with preliminary questions of admissibility

relating to (a) fact or (b) the judicial evaluation of con-

ditions in terms of legally established standards.

(a) General rule.
b)ReLeMr codtioned.o zt

Judge Van Pelt moved approval of subsection (a) as sub-

mitted. Mr. Jenner inquired of the Rporter If the three

categories(l) drafted Into the subsction covered every

question that might arise. Professor Cleary replied that it

was so intended.

Professor Green asked if (as was stated in the rule)

the determination of these issues was within the province of

the judge, did this mean that the decision would rest with

the judge as to whether a dying declarant was awer of his

condition at the time he made his declaration. Professor

Cleary said it would, since this related to admissibility of

evidence, although neither party would be prevented fr

presenting to the jury anything that had a bearing on weight

and credibility. The Reporter added that the California

practice with respect to dying declarations is to Instruct

the jury to disregard it if it did not believe that the

declarant was in expectation of death.

Mr. Selvin said in his opinion the judge should rule on

(1) (a) qualification of a person to be a witness;
(b) admissibility of evidence; and (c) existence of a
privi lege.
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admis6ibility, and the California practice of asking the

jurors to reject admissible fact complicated their resposs-

bilitles, an well as perhaps unduly concentrating a diapro-

portionate amount of attention On what might be just one of

the facts or issues in the came. Be added that the question

of authenticity of the dying declarant's statemet had no

bearing on the question of whether the deolarant did or did

not know he was dying.

Professor Cleary said he agreed that decisio relating

to admittance or exclusion should rest with the judge, mad,

once admitted, ordinarily there would be no instruction to

the jury; however, sometimes exceptional circuintances could

arise-these were covered in subsection (b). Mr. Selvin

said he understood that subsection (b) wan a mandate to the

judge, who instructs the jury to disregard the evidence if

it finds the condition unfulfilled. Professor Cleary

pointed out that this was limited to a particular kind of

relevancy situation.

Judge Van Pelt vanted to know If the voluntariness of

the confession was to be considored--did It fall within the

second sentence of subsection (b). The Reporter said he

would not say that an involuntary confession was necessarily

Irrelevant.

6.
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Judge Sobeloff inquired as to the impact of

Jackson v. Dennox(l) on the subject, and Professor Cleary

replied he believed the Committee's language conformed with

the ruling. Professor Green said he thought som interpro-

tations of Jackson required a decision by the judge an the

voluntariness of the confession. Judge Eteo caid he

believed it was necessary for the judge, in the presence of

the jury, to make that decision; after that, the question

was submitted to the jury under the instructions The

Reporter said he didn't think so--under Jackson the judge

must make the determination in the presence of the jury but

under the practice of the New York Court of Appeals,

adopted subsequent to Jackson, and also under the so-called

Massachusetts rule, the confession in submitted to the jury,

which can disregard it if it finds the confession was

involuntary.

Professor Cleary said the salient Issue was the matter

of instructions to the jury. He was sure everyone would

agree that the judge must hold a full hearing and make the

determination of addissibility; if the judge admits the

confession, then evidence upon the question of voluntariness

is admissible before the jury. Under the traditional rule,

he said, the weight of the confession was argued before the

(1) Jackson v. Dennox (378 U.S. 368 (1964))
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jury and no instructions were given to the jury to disregard

If they found the confession was involuntary.

Judge Weinstein was disturbed an to apparent lncoeis-

tencles in subsection (b). it wm stated in the first

sentence that relevance depended upon fulfillment of a con-

dition of fact, which had to be established by a preponder-

ance; therefore, the second sentence wav wisleadift ad
should be taken out because, as It was worded, the jury could

be required to make exclusionary decisions an pieces of evi-
dence out of context, and thus the true nature of the evidemc

would be distorted and a preponderance could not be

established.

The judge cited as an example the question of whether
notices of a committee meetin had been received by Its
mrmbers. First, the jury w required to decide (a) whether

the secretary had been Instructed to mail the preliminary

notice, (b) whether she had sent out a reminder, and (c)
whether a follow-up telephone call had been made. The
question of whether the notices were sent was on* of condl-
tional relevance to the question of whether they were

received. However, it th jury could not reach a decision

as to receipt before it was convinced of (a), (b) and (c),

none of which could be established with reasonable certainty,
it could not find that the notices had been received.

Whereas, if the jury were concerned only with the evidence
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that comittee members had received advice of the meeting and
not with evidence of the means by which this Iforut

had been conveyed, a conclusion could be reached with rela-

tive @550.

Judge Weinstein aaid he did not agree with the langae

of the third sentence, either.

Judge Van Polt, returning to the matter of omfooloss

said the jury had to pass on whether the cnfelson of the

witness Was involuntary or volmtar and, in the latter

Can, the jury could give it an muh weight as It wanted to,

and he did not believe the judge should attempt to sIfluenc*

the jury with his findings on voluntary. Judge Weinstein

observed that the judge could Instruct the jury on the

probative course to follow In weighing the evidence.

Mr. Spangenberg said suppose a wItness testifies 1i the

preliminary that his confession was obtained under duress,

wheeupon the arresting officer follow him on the stood and

says that no one laid a hand on the prisoner. The judge

believes the officer and admits the confession as voluntary.

But the attorney for the defense wots the jury to decide

the question of admissibility, Inasmuch an the Witness is

coveed with bruises. The judge refuses, saying he bas

already admitted the confession as being voluntary. Now,

said Mr. Spangenberg, the way the rule in drafted, under

subsection (c), the issue of admisibi lity is determined



by the judge in the preliminary and he instructs the jury

that the confession is voluntary and admiesible, thoa the

matter of relevancy hs also been determined by the judge,

but subsection (b) on relevancy does not return to admissi-

bility. Kr. 8p berg said the point he was raising was

that the manner lI which the cosfio was obtained was very

relevant but, under the rule as it wam drafted, It mm

not admissible.

Judge Weinstein rrd that an involuntary confessin

w relevant*. But an Involuntary confessio has no proba-

tive value, said Judge Istes, although he agreed with Judge

Weinstein that it would be preferable to mit the second

sentence If it wa misleading. Kr. sergr questione* the

wording of the third seatoee In subsection (b). If the evi-

dene, wa complex In nature, an In the illustration given by
Judge Weinstein, the jury would have difficulty In making a

reasonable finding that the conditions were fulflled, and he

did not see how the matter could become a jury issue la the

first plato.

Professor Cleary Interrupted the discussion to say that

Rule 1-06 should not be construed as applicable to con-

fesilons, and If the committee decided that the subject

should be covered, a special rule would have to be drafted

to cover it. The Reporter added that since the Cosmittee

believed the present language of subsection (b) was
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misleading, it could be amended by inserting the word "all"

after the word "if," and in line 13, after the word "issue,"

inserting the words "of the fulfillment of the condition."

On page 23, in line 2, after the word "if," Insert the word

"all"" and in line 3, after the word "issue," Insert the

words "of the fulfillment of the condition."

- Mr. Williams said he believed the bar would read the

rule (as presently worded) an covering the rules of con-

fessions. However, in Mr. William' opinion, subsections

(a) and (b) had to be read together to be underutood. Why

not say, he suggested, "When the admissibility of evidence

is subject to a condition and the fulfillment of that condi-

tion Is the issue, the issue is to be determined by the

judge." He added that a lawyer reading the rule would

interpret It to mean that a confession Is admissible only on

the condition that it is voluntary, and the fulfillment of

that condition is an issue In the determination of the

admissibility, and it would then read that the Issue Is to

be determined by the judge.

Professor Cleary said that the foregoing discussion

definitely indicated that attention would have to be directed

In a coment or a note that this rule was not intended to

cover the confession situation

Although be did not entirely disagree with Judge

Weinstein, Professor Green said In his opinion, the jury



should not be confronted with the problem of deciding what

Was nd what was not admissible--that question should be

decided by a judge. He suggested the addition of the sen-

tence "The weight of all the evidence is for the jury,"

at the end of subsection (a) and reference made to It in the

notes.

Mr. Wright said the substance of the argument was the

choice between the constitutionality question and the eviden-

clary question. The former ruling was that If an Involuntary

confession wa admitted, there must be a reversal; the evi-

denclary question, which had constitutional overtones, was:

who decides whether or not a con ession Is Involuntary. The

Committee could adopt either the orthodox practice by which

the decision was left up to the jury, or the Massachusetts

practice by which the judge must make a finding and later

the jury makes a finding, or the Comittoe could devise

wording that would leave the matter open--it could not,

however, ignore the matter.

In response to a question by Mr. Berger, the Reporter

explained that the expression "condition of fact" In sub-

section (b) was one on which the relevance- or probative

value of the evidence depended-it did not relate to the

ezistence or non-existence of fact but rather to Its value

or relevance to the case. He added that the Comittee would

have to reject any notion that the jury had no part In
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determining such questions of fact but would have to decide

how the situation should be handled.

Mr. Selvin admitted that he, too, was concerned with the

languae of the second sentence in subsectlen (b) In that it

tended to divert the attention of the jury from the issue of

weight to the question of admissibility. Be reminded the

Comitte that one of the first rules stated that "all role-

vant evidence is admissible," and that the preent language

of subsection (b) appeared to quality that statemet.

Mr. Belvin went on to say he did not believe this rule

was applicable to confessions but that the manner of dealing

with them would have to be decided by the Committee.

Dean Joiner agreed that the second sentence of sub-

section (b) was misleading but said the judge uust necessar-

ily tell the jury something at this point. Why not, he sug-

gested, simply have the judge tell the jury to give consider-

ation to all the factors, Including the determination of bow

such weight is to be given the evidenc*, then Inetruct the

jury to consider whether the condition was fulfilled.

Mr. Berger said that he believed that In Judge Weinstein's

illustration where notices of a meeting had been sent to the

committee members, it could not be left as a matter of argu-

ment of counsel.

Proeessor Cleary admitted that the California Code wa

more specific it this respect, and Judge Van Pelt added that



the California Code stated on whom rested the burden of poof

and what It was. The Reporter quoted from Section 405 of the

California Code and said he thought similar language could be

usd by the Comittee; however, the Code failed to enlighten

the judge by what process he wam to determine which party had

the burden of proof.

Mr. Upton moved approval of subsection (a), since It was

not under discussion. It was his belief, he said, that the

problem of the judge "running the sho" would be solved If

subsection (b) was amended to show that the right of the

party to introduce evidlaco relevant to weight or credibility

was not limited thereby.

It was a matter of concern to Mr. Ralchle that wben the

initial finding of the judge was refuted by the discovery

of new evidence, the jury should not be bound by the prelim-

inary finding. Mr. Green withdrew his suggested addition to

subsection (a).

Mr. Epton's motion to adopt subsection (a) as submitted

carried by a vote of 12 to 1.

An approved, Rule 1-06(a) _rads an follow:

"(a) Genral rul. When the qualification of a
person to be a witni, or the admissibility of evi-
dence, or the existence of a privilege Is stated in
theme rules to be subject to a condition, and the
fulfillment of the condition is in issue, the Issue
is to be determined by the judge."

Mr. Bergor, seconded by Dean Joiner, moved to approve
sub 14.



aubsction (b) as amended by the Reporter. Mr. Upton said he

would support the motion if it did not preclude furth*r

ameneet, as he wanted to move that the second and third

sentences be striken from subsection (5). Mr. 8pagenberg

indicated agreement with Mr. Epton's notion.

The Chair permitted a vote on Mr. Ipton's superseding

motion, which carried by a count of 7 to 6.

Dean Joiner said he believed the Chair should also vote

on the issue, to which Mr. Jenner agreed for the reasons that

this was a first draft consideration and the Issues were

controversial. In the Chairman's opinion the rule was sound

and merited further consideration. Tbere enised a brief

discussion on the status of the Chairma as a voting ber

of the Committee. It was the consensus that the ChairshouM

vote when he felt the Issues warranted it. Mr. Jenner lndl-

cated that he would have voted against Mr. Upton's motion to

delete the second and third sentences of subsection (b);

therefore the xotioulost.

Mr. Epton then moved approval of subsection (b) as

amende by the Reporter. The motion carried by a vote of

7 to 6 (the Chair not voting).

As adopted, Rule 1-06(b) reads as follos:

"( Relev"o c cogditlmm . fl* When the
relevancy o ev ence upon fulfillment of
a condition of fact, the judge shall adult it upon the
Introduction of evidence sufficient to support a find-
Ing of the fulfillment of the condition. -If all the
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evidence upon the issue of the fulfillment of the con-
ditiom is such that the jury might reasonably fiad
that the fulfillment of the condition is not estab-
limbed the judge shall instruct the Jury to eommider
the Issue and to disregard the evidence unle_ they
find the condition was fulfllled. If all the eWv-
dence upon the issue of the fulfillmest Of the eCOdl-
tics is such that the jury could not reasonably find
that the condition was fulfilled, the judge shall
instruct the jury to disregard the evidence.

Before proceeding to the next itm, the Cmittee dis-

cussed the effect of Bruton v. United Statse(l) on rulings

on confessions. Mr. Jenner the opinion that the

Committee should not, without first giving the matter careful

consideration, dismiss the possibility of haying a separate

rule governing confessions. He added that the Comittee's

decision might have considerable bearing on Title 2 an it

related to trials and confessions. The Reporter said be

would appreciate some definite Indication from the Cmittee

as to what course it wished to pursue, and Judge Marls

replied that he thought that the Comittee should move with

extreme caution in order to prevent Congressional voto of

their efforts.

Judge Estes suggested that a note to the effect that

Rule 1-06 was not applicable to confessions should prove

sufficlent, but Professor Cleary pointed out that since

these rules were written for the Federal courts, anyone look-

ing for the treatment of confessions In the State courts

(1) Bruton v. United States (20 L. Ed. 2d 476)
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under the 14th Amendment was certainly going jto look at this
ruxl and, pemol, he demed it advisable to formulate a

soparate rule, since the problem of admissibi~ity of a con-

fession w so involved that It could not be *ffoctively

incorporated into the present rule. Mr. Jenn r concluded

the discussion with the request that the Re rter prepare a

suation of the Cc ittee's opinions and xu datin

for second-round consideration.

The Comittee unanimously approved adopt on of sub-

sections (c) and (d) as submitted.

Rule 1-6t(c) and (d) roads as follows:

"(c) Presence Of jur. Hearilgs on preliminary
questions of afkissibIlity shall be coadu ted outsidethe presence of the jury when the lnter ts of justice
so require.

"(d) Weight and credibiliZt. This l* dose not
limit the rfght of a party to introdu fo the jury
evidence relevant to weight orlcredibili 1 ."

PROPOSED RULE OF EVIDEICE 1-07 - SUWING UP AI IEmvST BY
JUDGE

Professor Cleary read Rule 1-07 as prop * in the first

draft on page 41 of Memorandum No. 21 which, 2 said,

described the permissible Federal court pract ctr as they

(for the most part) reflected local practices

Mr. Ralchle made the observation that he could see

neither the necessity nor propriety of includi ng this in the

rules of evidence. He said it invaded the fu ctions of the

jury. Dban Joiner protested that, on the other hand, a
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survey conducted by the Am#rican Bar Association in 1937

polled strong support of the idea an a means of cutting down

on motions for now trials. Judge Mar16 said this wa a rule

of procedure and administration, and Judge Weinstein agreed

that it did not belong with rules of evidence.

Mr. Haywood also expressed his disapproval and moved

that Rule 1-07 be striken from the record. He wa seconded

by Mr. Spangenberg.

Mr. Williams said that insofar as the judge Is empowered

to admit or exclude evidence he may to the saut extent com-

ment on It. Furthermore, the Cmittee by omitting the rule,

did not prohibit the judge from cementing on the evidence.

The Chair &Treed that certainly the judge had a right to com-

ment subject to his discretion.

Professor Cleary said he did not believe the Comittee

would wish to reduce the function of the judge to that of a

mere presiding officer. He cited Judge Prettyman's decision

In Billec v. United Statel')that a trial by jury was a trial
by twelve men presided over by a judge who has authority to

steer the jury in the right direction, Judge Bobeloff

pointed out that Judge Prettyman specified that "In exceptional
cases" the judge may exprss his opinion. Bfe thought the

rule as presently worded was oro liberal and tuggested that

(1) Billed v. United States (184, F 3d 394, 402, 24 A.L.R.
2d 891 (1950))
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it be modified to conform more closely to the language used

by Judge Prettyman.

Mr. Spangenberg said there was another aspect to be am-

sidered in that the judge should make comments co the evi-

donce at the time it was submitted to the jury; any commet-

ary offered by the judge three or four days later would be

relatively ineffectual because the factors would have becom

fixed in the minds of the jurors.

A vote on Mr. Haywood's motion to strike loot by a

count of 5 to 6. The Chair did not vote and Judge Welisteli

and Mr. Berger were absent from the room. When the judge

returned, he indicated that he would have supported the

motion, in which case, Mr. Jenner said, the Chair would hav

registered a negative vote. Mr. Jenner said It ws his phil-

osophy to keep matters of importance before the Cmittee

until it had considered the Issues carefully and complet1y.-
Mr. Spangenberg moved that the word "coumeat" be

Inserted after the word "fairly" In line 3. Te Reporter

commented that he believd this was implied by the nature

of the rule. Mr. Epton said he thought It would be mor
effective to insert the adjective before the word "sun" in

line 3.

Mr. Selvin suggested "fairly and impartially" and Judge

Sobeloff moved for the adoption of Mr. Selvin's amendment.
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A vote on Judge Sobelofft s motion to adopt Mr. Selvin's amed-

wit to Mr. Spangonbergs notion lost by a count of 3 to B.

(Two members were absent fram the room.) The Chair called

for a vote on Mr. 8paugenbeirg's motion. The notion lost by

a count of 4 to 7.

Following adjournment for lunch, discussion on Rule 1-07

resumed with Judge Van Pelt presiding and ton other _mbers

of the Committee present.

Judge Weinstein observed that the w "theron" at the

end of the sentence did not contribute to the meating of the

rule and he moved that it be strikeu. The Committee voted

unanimously to adopt Judge Weinstein's motion.

Judge Weinstein made the further suggestion that In

line 5 the wordi "in view thereof" be strikel for the saw

reason. Professor Wright agreed, remarking that If be bad

not read the commentary, he wouldn't have had the slightest

idea what the phrase meant.

Mr. Spangenberg maid he prefered subetitution of the

word "testimony" for the phrase "in view thereof." Judge

Weinstein proposed further that the word "the" following

the word "and" in line 4, and the words "of the witness" In

line 3, be striken to make It read "upon the weight of the

evidence and (upon) credibility."

Professor Cleary said he didn't believe they were talk-

ing about the credibility of the evidence. He added that
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the phrase "in view thereof" limited the judge's ability to

oment on credibility and should be retained.

Professor Green wanted to know if evidence w lld

Include demeanor, and Mr. Selvin said that In the aspellate-

courts the judge has just as much right to e nt an denor

as he does on the evidence.

Judge Van Pelt suggested a vote on the insertion of the

words "weight and credibility of the evidence" and the ell-

ination of the words following "evidence" In line 4 and

everything up to and incluling the word "thereof" In line S.

Judge Weinstein moved that the Cawittee veoe on the sug-

gested amendments and was seconded by Mr. pege b g

Judge Notes asked Judge Weinstein if he would be satisfied

with the deletion of the words "in view thereof" because the

meaning of "weight and credibility of the evidence" had ame

to do with demeanor than it had with documents.

Judge Estes moved that only the words "in view thereof"

in line 5 be striken. The Comittee voted unanimously to

delete the words "in view thereof."

Mr. Spangenberg proposed that In line 4 the words "and

credibility" be inserted after the word "weight" and that

the phrase "and the credibility of the witnesses" in llan

4 ad 5 be striken, A vote on the motion lost by a count

of 3 to 4 (Judge Van Pelt and two others not voting, one

member not present).

21.
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Judge Rates moved that the entire rule be striken, but
Mr. Upton said he believed this decision should be postponed

until the full Committee was present. (The Chairmano Iwa

Joiner and Mr. Berger were attending a lunchen.)

Mr. Selvin maid he agreed with Mr. Spangenberg's obser-
vation that "credibility of the witness" was m* limited

than "credibility of the evidew*' and moved that the w
"and credibility"' be Inserted after the word "weight" In

line 4. Judge Van Pelt reminded Mr. lSlvin that a similar
notion had not been adopted. Mr. Selvin said be had not

included deletions of the present lang1age In his motion, and

if adopted, It would read, "credibility of the evidence and

the credibility of the witnesses."

The vote on Mr. Selvin's notion-was 4 to 3, the Chair

and 3 members not voting. Judge Weinstein said the motion

lost because of disinterest and that a majority of for

lacked authority. Judge Van Pelt protested and said those
who remained sllent were tacitly In the affirmative. A

second vote resulted in a 2-2 tie, the Chair and S members

not voting and one not present.

Professor Cleary said he beolioved the prsent wording

of the rule was quite susceptible to being read as permit-

ting the judge to coment on the demeanor of the witness,

and would the Comittoe be satisfied with an explanatory

note to that effect. Hie cautioned, however, that If this
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was the intent of the Comittee, they were "over-turning"

Judge Weinstein said the courtte objection In

Quercia was that the trial judge interjected personal know-

ledge of the witnss' weakness, but he did not bolli thil

constituted a general Indictment-of a judge's comofets on

demanor. Judge Van Pelt said further discussion wuld be

postponed until the full Comittee wr present.

PROPOBED RULE OF EVIDNCE 1-08 - CLUSION OF RZWZVAMT UVIIUCI
Co GRODOS OF PREJUDICE. 2 MIOXII OR WAM gk TINI

Professor Cleary read Rule 1-08 on page 45 of Kewoadum

No. 21. The Reporter said this rule had originally ben

drafted as Rule 4-04 and was to be considered in couteet with

other rules on relevance. It had been moved to Its present

location because it was closely related to Rule 1-09 on

limited admissibility, but he wanted the Cmittee's opinion

as to which location was preferable.

Judge Weinstein moved that the proper placement of rules

be determined by the Reporter In the final draft, although he

said It had occurred to his that perhaps Rule 1-08 sbould

precede Rule 1-07, because a rule on exclusion of *eidence

should cone before the suming up. Judge btes secoadoa

Judge Weinstein's notion. The Camittee voted unanimously

that the placement of Rule 1-08 should be decided by the

Reporter.

(1) Quercia v. United States, 289 U.S. 466.
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Mr. Spangenberg moved that subsection (b) of Rule 1-O8

be included in the section dealing with relevancy. The

motion was adopted by a count of 6 to 2 (the Chair not

voting and two members abstaining).

PRPOSED RULE CF ETIDUCI 1-09 - LIMITED AEISIBILI_

Prof or Cleary read Rule 1-09 on page 46 of Memorandum

No. 21, and comented that the type of problem encountered

here had been raised in the Bruton case. Me vest on to

explain that there were a number of ar tin favr of

putting Rules 1-08 and 1-09 togetber. Under Rule 1-0,

evidence could be excluded because it was out of proportion;

however, there was the specialimed aspect of this type of

evidence, where it is taken in for one purpose and may not be

properly taken in for another, and the Judge presably

bases his evaluation of the situation in terms of Rule 1-08,

and if he determines In favor of admilsibility, Rule 1-09

provides the limiting instructions.

After some discussion on the applicability of the rule

in situations similar to Bruton, Mr. Berger (who had retured

to the meeting in company with Mr. Jenner) moved for approval

of Rule 1-09. The Committee voted unanimously to adopt.

Rule 1-09 as submitted reads as follow:

sUule 1-09. Lim ted iibli * When evidence
which s adisbe as to oe party Or for one Purpose
but inadmissible as to another party or for another
purpose is admitted, the judge upon request shall
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restrict the evidence to its proper scope and instruct
the jury accordingly."

MCaS" LE or W1DAC1 1-07

Mr. Jenner said the Comittee would now resume discussion

of Rule 1-07 on page 41 of Memorandum No. 21.

Mr. Spangenberg said he had given considerable thought

to the prevloum comments of the Coittee members and bad

cam to the conclusion that It wa unnecesary to Ineluds a

rule to codify what aslready within the province of the

Federal coutts, and he doubted that it was a good rule for

State courts. be moved tbat the Comitte reconsider the

previous motion to strike the rule. Mr. Jenser said the

adoption of Mr. Spangenberg'a notion would leave the matter

open for further action.

The Committee voted unanimously to adopt the motion to
reconsider striking Rule 1-07.

Professor Green observed that mont states, in adopting

Federal rules, had made change suitable to local requirements.

Mr. Spangenberg said if this wa so, he believed the Committee

should give more substance to the rule for State considera-

tion-as presently worded it wa so mild as to be a complete

nonentity. For this reason and becaue he regarded Rule 1-07

as a rule of procedure and not of evitdene, Mr. S8angwnberg

moved that it be striken.

When Judge Weinstein suggested that the States be permit.

ted to write their om requirements as to suation, the
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attorney said the idea was acceptable to him.

Mr. Jenner said he believed further discussion would

scavcely be profitable and called for a vote on

Mr. Spangenberg's motion to strike. The vote was 7 to 7

(the Chair voting). The notion lost.

Mr. Berger immediately moved adoption of the rule with

the apprcved deletions. The motion lost by a count of 7 to 7.

The Chairman remarked that inasmuch as the Coittee now

had before it a rule which it had refused to either adopt or

strike, Rule 1-07 would be tabled for future consideration.

PROPOSED RULE 0F EVIDENCE 1-l - REMINDU OF OR RZlATIDWRIT"INGS SITE I~Q~SA W28 ORl CCNUST!

Professor Cleary read Rlule 1-10, page 48 of Moraundus
No. 21. The Reporter explained that although this dealt with
the so-called rule of comp7eteness, he wanted to focus atten-

tion on the departure from the standard practice with regard

to the time element. The rule contained the feature present

in the deposition rules tlaat whn evidence Is Introduced, It
may be presented as a whole, and the party did not have to

wait until cross-examinar1ion or the Introduction of him own

case. The question before the Committee concerned the tim

element, he said; the reason for including It was in the

deposition rule and wa, equally applicable here.

Judge Weinstein questioned the advisability of saying

in line 4 that "an adverse party may require." Re much
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preferred "the court may require," since In line 5 the phrase

"or related writing" would enable the defendant during the

plaintiff's case to throw the entire case out of order. He

added that this was a radical departure fro the timal

control the judge exercised over the order of approval.

Mr. Epton areed that this requirement would serve to

interrupt cases.

A notion was made that in line 4 the phrase "an adverse

party may require him" be deleted and the phrase "he may be

required" inserted in its place.

Professor Green wanted to know if a strict interpreta-

tion could be placed on the word "require"--what if the party

had one part of a document but could not locate the other?

Then the word "require" could present problems. He suggested

insertion of the phrase "within his control" after the word

"statement" in line 5.

Mr. Selvin said he believed the Cmittee should concen-

trate its efforts in another direction. Why, he wanted to

know, should the "party" be required to produce any evidence

it does not want to-party (A) bad done enough for party (B)

by opening up the field and giving (B) a chance to produce

whatever was necessary to create a fair impression. in other

words, (B) is given the opportunity to make (A) present part

of (B)'s case for his and, according to the rule as presently

drafted, do It at the start of the trial. Mr. Selvin said
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ho wa opposed to the motion and to the rule an well.

A vote on the motion to amend line 4 carried by a count

of 8 to 5 (Chair voting; one member absent). As amended,

line 4 reads: " ... he may be required at that time to ... ".

Mr. Spangenberg said the rule w broader than he liked,

and although the time element might be appropriate in the

depositions rule, where all relevant evidence van presonted

in one document (and he would ev agree to a writing or

statement which contained all the evidence relevant to a

subject), he did not go along with the Idea that a "related"
statement may be required to cam in at the sam time. Did

it mean a series of letters and replies?

Mr. Berger said he agreed with Mr. Spangenberg that the

word "related" was too broad.

Professor Cleary said In preparing the rule he had util-

ized the language of the Federal deposition rule but had sub
stituted the word "related" for the wrd "relevant" because

the latter had been used heretofwe In the technical sense.

Mr. Berger suggested that the word "related" be strikes and

the words "or any other" be inserted so that lines 5 and 6

would read: "he may be required at that time to introduce

any other part of any other writing, statement ... " and that

the words "relevant to that Introduced" in line 6 be deleted

and the words "without which that Introduced would be incom-

plete" inserted.
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Judge Fates suggested the language of Illinois Supreme

Court Rule 212(c): "... which ought In fairness to be con-

sidered in connection with the part read or used."

Mr. Berger moved that the words "any other" be substi-

tuted for the word "related" in line 5 and that the phrase

"relevant to that Introduced" be deleted and the pbrase

"which ought in fairness to be considered In conamtion with

the part introduced" inserted In line 6. Mr. Brger's motion

wm seconded by Judge Notes.

When the Chairman remarked that the language still did

not reflect the spirit of the rule, Mr. Borger mended his

notion with respect to the wording of line 6 to read: "which

ought in fairnes to be considered with it."

Mr. Haywood moved to asend Mr. * Berge motion by

striking the word "conversation" from lines 3 and 6, which

would limit the scope of the rule to concrete factors; he

said that "convrsations" covered too broad an area. Dean

Joiner concurred, and remarked that he didn't see how the rule

as drafted would work with the word "convrsations" in It.

Mr. Berger objected to the deletion of any material

which would subtract from the completenes of the evidence,

the omission of any part of which, he sald, could result in

an unfair presentation to the jury. Mr. Ralchl. said accord-

Ing to his understanding of the rule, its purpose was to pr.

vent a piece of evidence from creating the wrong prsion.
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Further discussion on the purpose and scope of the rule

prompted Judge Estes to ask Mr. Haywood if he would amend

his notion to include insertion of the word "recorded" before

the word "statement" in lines 2 and 5. Mr. Haywood said he

would accept that.

Mr. Jenner read lines 5 and 6 an proposed: "... any

other pert or any other writing or recorded statement which

ought in fairness to be comidered with it." The Comittee

agreed with the Chairman that it should be repad to read:

.. -any part of any other writing or recorded statement, e."

There was a lengthy and indecisive disosslon on

whether the word "conversatlos" beloged In the rule and

what effect the singular or plural f of "writings" would

hav on interpretation of the rule.

Mr. Jenner called for a vote on Mr. Haywood's amending

motion to strike the word "conversat 4on" from lims 3 and 6.

The Comitten voted to adopt by a cunt of 10 to 3 (the

Chair voting; one member refraining).

Mr. Berger9s motion to amend lines 5 and 6 was approved

by a vote of 10 to 3.

Mr. Epton's notion to adopt the entire rule as amended

was superseded by Mr. Spaneberg's motion to reinsert the

word "conversation" in the second sentence. Professor Cleary

said that although Mr. Haywood's motion had only included

deletion of the word "conversation" from lines 3 and 6, he

believed the second sentence was no longer necessary bcause
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the thrust of the rule had been limited. The Committee agreed

that the second sentence should be deleted.

Mr. Berger moved for adoption of the rule an amnded;

Den Joiner seconded the motion. The Comitte voted by a

eVunt of 12 to 2 for adoption of Rule 1-10 as ameded.

As approved, Rule 1-10 reads as follos:

stxtffl_-z or cqnversalcigl WNW a writing or roeoded
stmt t, or part t os introduced by a party,
he may be required at that time to introduce any part of
any other writing or recorded statement which ought In
fairness to be considered with It."

Agenda Item ft .2 emo No. 22 Artc le VI . ear

PROPOSED RULE OFN DSINCR 8-01 - DWJNITXON

La tt emnt.

Professor Cleary read Rule 8-01(a) on page 1 of

Memorandum No. 22, the second draft s approved by the

Committoe at the October 1967 meeting.

Mr. Jenner, who was unable to attend the October 1967

meeting, asked the Reporter if subsection (2) of subsection

(a) meant Something that was Intended to be an assertion-

wsm it a recital? Professor Cleary replied that subsection

(a)(2) vwa non-verbal but intended as in assertion. H

explained that the Co:mmittee had considered the original

language--"conduct of a person, either verbal or non-verbal,

is not a statoment unless intended by him as an assertion".

as negative in form and had decided that it ought to be

stated affirmatively.
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The Chairman said he believed that by amending the

language the Committee had completely changed the thrust of

the rule and wanted to know if a statement was to be conid-

erod an assertion whether or not It was intended as such.

Judge Estes said the word "assertionte appeared in the Modl

and California Codes and in some others A disusion ensued

on the exact meaning of the word "assertion" as it related

to "oral," "written" or "non-verbal," and an it was dfined_

in the Code. Mrr. Jenner pointed out that wherever the word

"statement" hereinafter appeared under "hearsay" it was

going to mean that it was an assertion.

Dean Joiner moved approval of Rule 8-01(a) as submitted.

The discussion resumed: was a drawing a statemont-vbat

about tapes? Mr. Spangenberg wanted to know why the ter

"non-verbal" conduct was used-why not just "conduct Intended

by him as an assertion." The Reporter replied that oral

statements had to be considered as conduct, too.

The Chairman suggested that perhaps deletion of the

words "non-verbal" would eliminate some of the doubt. Judge

Weinstein said the words "non-verbal" under subsection (2)

implied that subsection (1) was limited to verbal expressions.

Professor Green suggested the words "in other conduct"

as a substitute for "non-verbal conduct." The Committee dil-

cussed the various ways of communicating without words which

could be interpreted as assertions.
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It as moved that Rule 8-01(a), lines 3 through 5, be

approved as submitted. The Cmittoe voted to approve the

subsection an submitted by a count of 8 to 5 (the Chair

voting; one member absent).

An approved, Rule 8-01(a) reads as follows

"dl a. The follwing defini-
tie" Apply Under thi Article:

a Statmt. A "statement" is (1) an neal
or written aOertito or (3) nonvOrAl1 comivt of a
prson if, t only It, it is Intended by him as
an assertion."

(b) DecloMLLt

The Reporter read Rule 8-01(b). Dean Joiner moved

approval of lines 6 and 7 as submitted. The Camittee voted

unanimously to adopt.

As approved, subsection (b) reads a follows:

"M DocJV t. A "declarant" Is a person wto
Maesh a statnt."

(c) H-Oa

(1) PTstl

Professor Cleary read subsectils (c)(1) and (a)(2) md

explained that the Camlittee bad objected to the pesition

taken in the first draft of subsection (c) (2), which had

followed the pattern of the Unlform Code and Model Rule in

providing that a statement Is not hearsay If It Is not made

by the person who is now present at the trial and avallable

for crns-examinatlon.



Quoting from line 8 on page 1, subsection (a), "Hearsay

is a statement offered in evidence to prove the truth of the

matter asserted unless"--and the Reporter directed the

Comittee's attention to subsection (c)(2) at line 14--"the

declarant testifies at the hearing and is subject to cross-

examination concerning the statement, and the statement

in () "m-nd here, the way the Cmitte reworded it, he

sald--"inconsistent with his testimony"--they would have to

provide some limitations in addition to this, because in the

rule as it now appeared, it would only be necessary to call

the witness, ask him a couple of questions and then offer

his prior statement fin evidence. The Reporter said that he

did not think this was what the Committee had in sind-that

what they wanted was an impeaching statement. The Commlttce

had opened the door to impeachment (and one cannot impeach

his ow witness), but the rule as drafted provides no clntrol

over this situation. The Reporter suggested that the phras

"offered by the opposite party and is" be inserted before the

word "inconsistent" in line 2, page 2.

Mr. Berger asked if the Reporter wa suggesting that the

party who calls the witness would put in a statement incon-

sistent with what the witness said. That was preisely what

he had in mind, the Reporter replied, because that way he

gets the statement in. Mr. Raichle said one example was when

the government calls in a hostile witness (or one who is
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apparently hostile) simply for the purpose of getting his

statement on the record.

Dean Joiner objected to the term "opposite party" in the

amendment suggested by the Reporter to subsection (2)(1) at

line 2. "Opposite" to what, he wanted to know. There had

been no prior reference to a party In the rules. Judge

Weinstein agreed with Dean Joiner.

Mr. Berger offered a number of substitutes: "the party

other than the one who offers the witness" and "offered by

someone other than the one who calls the witness."

Profesior Cleary maid If the Committee ma prepared to

accept the language of the present draft without change, be

was agreeable, but there were two important issues which

aust be clearly understood: first, under what circumstances

may you impeach a witness and, secondly, under what circus-

stances can a prior inconsistent statement of a witness be

taken as substantive evidence--not hearsay. The Reporter

added that the Committee was concerned only with the second

situation but would have to deal with It within the frame-

work of libel in the first situation. Since the Committee

had rejected the first draft, he said, there were a number

of approaches still available-all of the more or les

limited.

Judge Weinstein said the Committee's objective was to

get the truth. What was wrong with questioning a witness
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and if at that time he gave you an answer inconsistent with

what he had said before, you use thatl The witness, the

Judg said, was there to be cross-examined--to be tested

whether or not he is telling the truth-and if he told the

truth before, you use that as evidence-In-chlief.

Mr. Ralchle asked Judge Weinstein that if he had a written

document which was offered before it wa sworn to, would he

give more credence to the unsworn statement simply because

it was prior In time. Judge Weinstein said It didn't hae to

be a document. Mr. Raichle replied that he was using the

document as an illustration, and to use the witness' prior

statement, which he now repudiates, as evidence-in-chief snd

not sorely for impeachment--that, in effect, wa changing the

law.

Mr. Spangenberg said there w,:z exceptions to this and
a statement could be admitted for purposes other than impeach-

ment . He moved to adopt Rule 8-01 as drafted through and

including the word "testimony" In lIne 3, page 2.

Dean Joiner moved to adopt the language originally sug-

gested by the Reporter: "Hearsay is a statement offered In

evidence to prove the truth of the matter asserted unless the

declarant is present at the hearing and Is subject to cross-

examination concerning the statement ... ",

The Chairman called for a vote on Dean Joiner's motion,

which lost by a count of 3 to 7 (the Chair not voting and

two members not present).
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Judge Van Pelt read from an opinion in his circuit,

Billings v. United States(1) that "This procedure is approved

and SU OX part. statement may be substituted for cowtom

testimony so long as the witness is present to be cros-

examined by the other side."

Judge Weinstein said he would like to s a vote am

Mr. Span enberg's notion to approve the rule as submitted.

However, Mr. Berger indicated that he would lik to offer

some further comment and, since it w late, the Chairm"

said he could do so when the meeting reconvened the next

morning.

The meeting adjourned at 5:35 P.M.

When the Committee mot Friday, May 24, 1968, at 9:-00A.M.,

eight voting members wore preset. Judge Sobeloff was unable

to attend the Friday session.

The Chairman called for a vote on Mr. Spangenber's

motion, made just prior to adjournment of the Thursday

useslon, to adopt Rule 8-01(c)(1) and (2) through and

including the word "testimony" In line 3 On page 3 of

Memorandum No. 22. The vote was 7 to 1 In favor of adoption,

Mr. Epton dissenting.

Before progressing to subsections (2)(ii), (111) and (iv)

of the rule, Professor Cleary suggested that for purposes of

(1) Billings v. United 8tates (377 Fed. 2nd 753)
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clarification, the words "against him" be inserted after the

word "charge" in line 5. (Attorneys Spangemberg,, Belvin and

Berger arrived at the meeting.) The Reporter added that

subsection (2)(ii) dealt with adissibility of formr coass-

tent statements offered to refute the charge that the witnes

WSW lying.

Mr. Jenner remarked that it night be a matter of concern

whether the rule made clear that it was a recent fabrication.

Professor Cleary replied that he had used the traditional

language--a trial lawyer would understand it.

Judge Estes moved to approve Rule "Ol(c)(2)(ii) as

amended by the Reporter through and Including the word

"motive" on line 6f. The Committee voted unanimously to adopt

the subsection as amended (11 members voting).

Professor Cleary read subsection (2)(illi) of Rule 8-01

and remarked that he thought It would be improved it the

word "then" were inserted after the word "person" In line 7,

so that "recent perception" would refer to the time the

statement of identification wa made and not to the time it

was offered.

Prompted by a question from Mr. Raiohle, there ensued

a lengthy exchange on the different aspects of identifica-

tion an It related to subsection (S)(iii). The Ciottoo

discussed instances of positive Identification by a witnevs,

identification subsequently denied, and identification as
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influenced by surroundings; i.e., In a courtroom, in a police

lineup, etc. The Reporter cited Gilbert v. California(l) in

respect to prior identification in a police lineup and the

Supreme Court ruling that precautionary measures should be

taken under those circumstances, and United States v.

De Sisto (2) concerning admissibility of earlier Identifica-

tion as evidence.

Mr. Ralchle and Mr. Berger continued to object to the

possibility of admitting prior Identification by a witness

when not wuder oath in the face of later denial under oath.

Mr. Derger said he seriously questioned the wisdom of

admitting eatra-judicial evidence as substantive. Mr. Jenner

said he thought that all jurors wre aware of the extreme

importance of identification In either civil or criminal

proceedings. Professor Cleary added that the language wm

traditional and, furthermore, 95% of the Committee'e objec-

tions had been eliminated by Gilbert.

,Judge Notes moved for approval of Rule 8-01(c)(2)(iii)

as amended by the Reporter. Mr. Williams, who had but lately

arrived, said he could not understand the reason for insert-

ing the word "then" In line 7 on page 2. Mr. Green said he

believed that the words "made soon after" were preferable to

(1) Gilbert v. California (388 U.S. 263 (1967))
(21) United States v. De Sisto (329 F. 2nd, 929 (2d Cir. 1964))
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the words "then recently perceived by him." Judge Weinstein

suggested "made soon after his perception." The Reporter

asked if the Committee would consider the language of

Rule 8-03(b) (21)--'7made when the matter was fresh In his

me ory" or perhaps the phrase "made soon after the person

was perceived by him."

Mr. Selvin said he still was confused as to the time

element: d.d it oan that the witnes identified the defend-

ant in the lineup soon after he ma apprehended and testified

to that fact a year later, or wan the identification recent,

in which case, since the witness was preset to testify and

Is consistent with his prior judicial declaration, sub-

section (2)(iii) was superfluous. Mr. Williams observed that

circumstances surrounding identification could be most impor-

tant, since a jury of laymen might be very unimpressed with

a witness who makes positive Identification two years after

the incident had taken place. The Chairman agreed that

identification was such a perilous subject that It was

important to focus on when and how identification was first

made.

The discussion continued, as there was general dissatis-

faction with the various amendeents suggested; some question

yet remained as to the time element, and the matter of

non-identification was also included in the debate. Finally

it was agreed that the -Reporter should amend subsection (2)(ift)
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to read, "one of identification of a person made soon after

perceiving him."

Rule 8-01(c)(2)(iii) was adopted as amended by a vote

of 9 to 3.

The Reporter now read Rule 8-01(c)(2) (iv), which t

beyond any action previously taken by the Comittee but
which, ho felt, should be considered In view of rulings on

the use of prior statements as evidence. Professor Cleary

enlarged on the remarks he had made In comments to the rule,

and there ensued soe discussion among the Comittee mmbers

on the matter of rulings in De Sisto and in Bridges v. Wixon(l)

as related to tho section under consideration.

The Reporter pointed out that even though the person

repudiates his former statment entirely, noverthelaw-it

was "made under oath, and you have considerable assurance of

its accuracy." So this, he said, was an attempt to Incorpor-

ate these safeguards into the provision allowing a prior

statement made at a relevant proceedings to came in if the

witness was present and could be placed on the stand and

cross-examined.

Mr. Berger said he had reservations about the rule as

presently drafted, since in certain criminal proceedings a

(1) Bridges v. Wixon (326 U.8 135, 153-154, 65 8. Ct. 1443,
89 L. Ed. 2103 (1945))
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confession could be upheld despite the fact tht the witness

had repudiated his prior statement under at, and sub-

section (2) (i) the witness could be impeoa . Suppose

Mr. Borger said by way of illustration, Yob d a witness In

a criminal case who, while on the stand, don the part of

his testimony which is necessary to convict i. All the

prosecution had to do under subsection (2)() s presently

writteo, he said, was bring out any prior innonslatent

statement and he had impeached his own witnesst

Mr. Raichle said he did not believe you should be able

to convict on a repudiated statement, whether it was or was

not made under oath.

Mr. William brought out that since the rule entailed

the possibility of i1poachment of one's own witness, It must

necessarily involve the element of surprise. The Reporter

said this rule had nothing to do with surprise, whereupon

Mr. Selvin observed that it seemed perfectly clear that this

rule wan not intended to prevent impeachaent, with or without

surprise.

Mr. William wanted to know the philosophy behind sub-

section (2) (iv). Professor Cleary explained that It was

simply an stated--that a prior statement made under oath was

offered in transcript form and was subject to cross-examine-

tion, since the witness was present.
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Mr. Jenner called for a notion on subsection (2)(iv) and

assured the mbrs that questions on issues contained In

subsection (2)(i) would again be brought forward for consid-

eration by the Cemnittee.

Mr. William moved for adoption of subsection (2)(iv).

The notion for adoption of Rule 8-01(c)(2)(iv) as submitted

carried by a count of 9 to 4 (Chair voting).

Mr. Berger resumed his argument that subsection (2)(i)

as drafted would violate the constitition insofar as criminal

cases were concerned. Dean Joiner said he believed this mm

appropriate evidence, that it was relevant and should,

therefore, came into the came.

The Chairman requested a vote reaffirming approval of

subsection (2)(i). The motion to reapprove Rule 8-01(c)(2)(i)

carried by a count of 10 to 3 (Chair voting).

Mr. Spangenberg moved approval of Rule 8-01(c)(1) and

(2). No formal vote was recorded, each subsection having

previously been approved separately.

Rule 8-0l(c)(1) and (2), as approved, reads as follows:

"(c) Peara "Hearsay" is a statement, offered
In evidence to prve the truth of the matter asserted,
unless

"(l Testlaeto at he ign The statement is
one made by a wIteuIostieltstifying at the
hearing; or

"2 fri st bnt witme. The declar-
ant teo-fiew at the 1 tag and l subject to
crosm-examination concerning the sttement, and
the statement is (i) inconsistent with his
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testimony, or (ii) consistent with his testimony
and is offered to rebut an expre or Implied
charge 4agat him of recent fabrication or
improper influence or motive, or (iii) oM Of Iden-
tification of a person mad oan after perceiving
his, or (iv) a transcript of testimony given uder
oath at a trial or hearing or before a g'and jury;
or ...

.Le M -Admiss ion bZ vartv-opponnt.

Professor Cleary read Rule 8-01(o)(3) om pages 2 and 3

of Memorandum No. 22. Mr. Maywood moved approval as submit-

ted. The subsection was approved unanimously by the

Committee.

Rule 8-01(c) (3) reads as follo:

"(31 A!Wssion kX RWZ tggM*pt. Th statement
ts ofeared t- a party sd 1 (1) setatement,
in either his individual or a repreentative capacity,
or (it) a statement -of whilh he 1as manifested his
adoption or belief In its truth, or (ill) a statent by
a person authorized by his to make a statemet concern-
Ing the subject, or (Iv) a statement by his agent or
ssevant concerning a matter within the scope of his
agency or employment, made before the termination of the
relationship, or (v) a statemet by a co-conspirator of
a party dtiring the course and In furtherance of the
conspiracy. "

(d) Unavailability.

The Reporter read Rule 8-Ol(d)(l) on page 3 of

Memorandum No. 22 with the comment that although the language

of subsection (d) was substantially the same as that of

Uniform Rule 62(7), there were several differences: for

instance, subsection (d)(2) recognized the right of refusal

to testify, whereas this provision was not contained In the
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Uniform Rules. Mr. Selvin remarked that. It did not appear

that the witness was exempt but that he was reduced to test-

ifying on the grounds of privilege. However, he continued,

if the rule really meant that the witness could refuse to

testify because of privilege and his claim was to be upheld,

the rule should make this clear. The Reporter admitted that

the rule was susceptible of that interpretation.

Mr. Selvin defi ed "exemption" as meaning that one party

has the privilege of precluding the testimony of amother but

that this priviloge need not be exercised; "excluded" meant

that one party could stop the other. Professor Cleary said

there were two kinds of "privileged" situatiome, evolving

on (1) whether the privilege belongs to the witness or

(2) whether it belongs to someone else who exerts it.

There ensued a rather prolonged exchange of ideas on

concepts of exemption and privilege, and a number of sug-

gasted changes in language were offered that, hopefully,

would clarify the Committee's desired interpretation of the

rule. Mr. Epton mentioned, "exempted on the ground of

claimed privilege"; Judge Notes suggested, "where the privi-

lege in exercised", and Mr. Oreen wondered if declining was

essential-why not "ruled out by the judge."

After further discussion, the Committee finally agreed

on the Reporter's suggestion that the phrase "by ruling of

the judge" be inserted after the word "exempted" in line 11.
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Mr. Epton moved for approval of subsection (d) (1) as

amended by the Reporter. The Committee voted unanimous

approval.

Rule 8-01(d)(1) as amended reads as follows:

"(d) Unaval labi lity . "Unavai lable as a vitaes"
includs situatIons Where the declarent Is:

"(1) Exempted by ruling of tb Judge an the
ground of privilege from testifying rncei
the subject matter of his statment; or ...

Professor Cleary read Rule 8-01 (d)(2), (3), (4) and

(5), all of which were unanimously approved by the Ceemittee

as submitted. They read an follows:

"(2) Persistent Inr "fusing to testify despite
an order of the judge to do so; or

"(3) Unable to be present or to testify at the
hearing becaue of death or then existing physical
or mental illness or infirmity; or

"(4) Absent fro the etwing and beyond the
jurisdiction of the court to compl a ar by
its process; or

"(5) Absent from the hearing and the proponent
of his statement has exercised reasonable dili-
gence but has been unable to proure his attendance
by process."

The Reporter then read Rule -01, lines 10 through 16 on

page 4 and lines 1 and 2 on page 5.

Dean Joiner said he thought these lines represented a

drafting problem, since the present language appeared to pre-

clude prior testimony in favor of a deposition If the latter

was available, when actually prior testimony was preferable.

Professor Green outlined a situation where prior testimony
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by a witness was agreed upon as being more reliable, and he

was not subsequently considered unavailable because his

deposition could be used, although it may have been made at

a later date when the witness' memory wa somewhat lees

reliable. The Professor thought that unavailability as

affecting prior testimony and depositions should be consid-

erod separately.

A brief discussion ensued as to haw the rule might

properly be worded to include prior testimony and depsitions.

Profesor Cleary said one theory was indicated If the vitaes

w unavailable; another If the witnes was available Nd

*oikld be producedwhen his testimony would be admissible.

Professor Green pointed out that the witness had been removed

from the unavailable category by the fact that a deposition

could be taken.

Dean Joiner said another theory would be to treat prior

testimony in depositions as non-hearsay-then you wouldn't

have to worry about unavailability. Mr. Selin said that If

the rule was to remin as drafted, a determination would

have to be made whether the testimony justified the expense

of taking the deposition-the importance would have to be

balanced against the expnse.

The Reporter, after listening to the discussion,

remarked that he was beginning to doubt the wisdom of the

language of the rule with reference to dopoeStions. It was
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possible, he said, to terminate the rule after the word

"testifying" in line 14. Dean Joiner said he agreed.

Mr. Spangenberg moved to place a period after the word
"testifying" in line 14 and delete the rest of the sentence.

The Committee voted unanimously to amend Rule 8-01 by

placing a period after the word "testifying" on line 14 and

deleting all material subsequent to that, including lines

1 and 2 on page S.

As amended, Rule 8-01, lines 10 through 14 on page 4
of Memorandum 22, reads as follows:

"A declarant Is not unavailable as a witness If his
exemption, refusal, inability, or absence Is due to the
procurement or wrongdoing of the proponent of his state-
ment for the purpose of preventing the witness from
attending or testifying."

The Chairman called for a vote on Rule 8-01 in its

entirety. Approval was unanimous.

PROPOSED RULE OF EVIDENCE 8-02 - HERAY RULE,

Professor Cleary read Rule 8-02, pteg 13 of Memorandum

No. 22, a first draft as approved without change at the

December 1967 meeting.

Judge Van Pelt moved approval an submitted.

The Committee voted unanimously to adopt Rule 8-02 as
submitted.

Rule 8-02 on page 13 of Memorandum No. 22 reads as

reproduced on the following page.
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"Rule 8-02. HRatsa rule. Hearsay in inadmissible
in evidence except an otherwise provided by these rules
or by the Rules of Civil and Criminal Procedure or by
Act of Congress."

PR0P3OSD RULE OF EVI DNCE 8-03 - HERSAY EXCEPTIONS.4

(a) General provuisons.

The Reporter read Rule 8-03(a) an proposed in the first

draft without change on page 14 of Memorandum No. 22.

Mr. Raichle objected to the apparent "double talk" In

the title. Professor Cleary replied that it ma a "positive"

resulting from a "double negative." The wording "deolarant

available" would have ben misleading, he said, as Indiea-

tive that the witness would be required to be available,

when in fact it made no difference whether he was or was not

available.

Mr. Spangenberg said he still wasn't too happy about the

title and Mr. Jenner suggested simply having the title read:

"Hearsay exceptions." Mr. Solvin was agreeable to the

suggestion. Professor Cleary said there wore situations

where the declarant was required to be unavailable as a con-

dition precedent to admissibility of his hearsay statement;

in this rule there were situations where his availability

made no difference, and he thought this should be indicated

in the title.

Professor Cleary said he would like to suggest substitu-

tion of the words "A statement" for the word "Evidence"in

line 2.
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Mr. Spangenberg, in reference to the title, suggested

the words, "whether or not the declarant is available."

Judge Van Pelt said why not employ the language used in the

body of the rule--"notwithstanding the availability of the

declarant as a witness." Dean Joiner endorsed the Judge's

recommendation. In addition, the Dean suggested changing

the word "him" in line 7 to "(the) doclarant"; deletloe of

the phrase "notwithstanding the availability of the declar-

t" as a witness" in lines 3 and 4, and the addition at the

and of the sentence of the words "even though he is

avai lable."

There were no further suggestions, and Dean Joiner

moved approval of the rule with his suggested amendments

and the Reporter's substituted language In line 2.

The Committee voted approval of the amended language

by a count of 12 to 1 (Chair voting).

Mrr. Jenner reminded the Cmittee that no decsion had

been reached on the wording of the title. Profesor Cleary

was willing to substitute "availability of deolarant

immaterial."

The Committee indicated it willingness to adopt the

title as amended by the Reporter.

Mr. Spangenberg moved to adopt Rule 8-03(a) as amended.

He was seconded by Judg Estes. The Committee voted adoption
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of Rule 8-03(a) as amended by a count of 12 to 2.

Rule 8-03(a) as approved reads as follows:

"Rule 8-03. Hearsay exceptions: availability of
dea larant iatorglal,.

it W 2"oral provisions A statement Is not
excluded by the h ay rule Iffthe nature of the
statement and the special circustances under which It
was made offer assurances of accuracy not likely to be
enhanced by calling the declarant an a witness, even
though he is available."

(b) Illustrations

After reading subsection (b) on page 14 of Memorandum

No. 22, Professor Cleary said he understood a number of the

members didn't believe that the rule conveyed what they

Intended; that the words "exemplify the application" were

ambiguous because the rule could be interpreted to "exclude"

rather than "exemplify" the application. He suggested sub-

stituting "the following are examples of statements conform-

ing with the requirements of this rule."

Judge Weinstein recommended eliminating the introduc-

tory phrase. The Reporter said the Committee would be sub-

ject to criticism if it locked the door on any further

development in the hearsay area. He added that this

approach gave more assurance that certain evidence would be

admitted and loss assurance of exclusion of evidence on the

grounds of hearsay. Judge Estes cited an opinion of Judge

Wisdou that you could find a loophole for admissibility in

any recorded case either under the Federal statutes or the
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rules of equity; he added that the courts favored a liberal

approach. After lunch, with nine members present, the

Committee voted unanimously to approve Rule 8-03(b) an

amended. Rule 8-03(b) reads as follows:

Illustrationg. By way of Illustration and
not by w f im, the following are examples
of statements conforming with the requirements of
this rule."

(Lb)-(l) Present sens e Mto,l 12.

The Reporter read subsection (b)(l) with the comment

that this was the language approved by the Committee after

exhaustive discussion. Mr. Raichle said he still didn't

like the rule as drafted. He objected specifically to the

word "explaining" as Inappropriate, and Mr. Epton thought It

sounded too much like "rationalizing." Professor Cleary

suggested "narrates," although he believed the word lacked

spontaneity. He preferred "explaining" as being flexible.

The Committee continued to discuss the other possibil-

ities but failed to find satisfactory substitutes for the

present language. Mr. Berger moved for approval as submit-

ted. The Committee voted approval of subsection (b)(l)

as submitted by a count of 11 to 2.

Rule 8-03(b)(1) on page 14 of Memorandum No. 22 reads

as follows:

"(b)(1) Present sonseimpression. A statement des-
cribing or explalning an event or condition made while
the declarant was perceiving the event or condition,
or immediately thereafter."
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()2) Excited utterances.

The Reporter read lines 1 through 4 on page 15 of

Memorandum No. 22. Mr. Spangenberg immediately moved ap-

proval an submitted. Mr. Jenner asked Professor Cleary if

he meant "caused by perceiving" or "caused by having per-

ceivod." Under subsection (b)(l), he said, the Reporter had

used the words "while perceiving." Professor Cleary replied

that the declarant was under stress caused by having per-

ceived. Judge Weinstein said he thought the word "perceived"

should be deleted; furthermore, the way the rule was drafted,

if the declarant was under the stress of an exciting event,
he could say anything about anything.

Mr. Williams moved that the word "perceived" be striken.

Judge Weinstein added that he would also like to have the

word "nervous" deleted. Mr. William said he had no objection

to mending his motion. The Cmcittee voted to delete the

words "a nervous" -and "perceiving" in lines 2 and 3 on page

15 by a count of 11 to 2 (Chair voting).

Judge Weinstein reomended further amendment by insert-

ing after the word "statement" the phrase "relating to a

startling event or condition," and also substituting the

word "the" for the article "a" In line 4. Mr. Borger said

the word "startling" could be deleted from line 4.

The Committee voted approval of Judge Welnstein's amend-

mont by a count of 8 to 5.
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The Reporter asked if the Committee objected to subati-

tuting "A" for "Any" in line 1. There was no objection.

Mr. Berger moved to adopt Rule 8-03(b) (2) as mended. The

Committee voted approval of subsection (b)(2) as amended by

a count of 12 to 1 (Mr. Raichle dissenting).

Rule 8-03(b) (2) as amended reads as follows:

I t o Exiteduter c A statement relating to a
startliing ent ocondition made while the declarant
was under the stre of excitement caused by the event
or condition."

(b)(3) Then existing mental, emotional or physical
condition.

The Reporter read Rule 8-03(b)(3) on page 15 of M m

No. 22. Dean Joiner moved for approval of the subsection as

submitted. The Committee voted unanimously to adopt.

Rule 8-03(b)(3) as submitted reads as follows:
"3 T nexiatip antil emtoti 1l $Rh iGal

condition. A statement of th dlarsa u tb extn g
state of mind, emotion, enoation, or physical condition
(such as Intent, plaz, motive, design, mental fsling,
pain, and bodily health) but not Including emory oir
belief to prove the fact remembered or believed."

(b)(4) Statements for purposes of medical
diaUosis or treatment.

Professor Cleary read Rule 8-03(b)(4) on page 16 of

Memorandum No. 22. Mr. William moved for approval.- Adoption

by the Committee of subsection (b) (4) an submitted was

unanimous.

Rule 8-03(b)(4) as submitted reads as follows:
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'tre) Statemnks fror Meros of mediga dINMOSD
or tr a nt. Statements ad* for purposes of edica
dlagnosl or treatment and describing medical history,
or past or present symptom, pain, or snations, or
the inception or general character of the cause or
external source thereof Insofar as reasonably pertinent
to diagnosis or treatment."

(b)(5) Records of regularly conducted-activitZ.

The Reporter read Rule 8-03(b)(5) on page 16 of

Memorandum No. 22, and remarked that although the Committee

had amended the first draft by inserting the introductory

phrase, "Any writing or record, whether in the form of an

entry in a book or record," he did not bolieve It added any-

thing of value to the rule. Furthermore, only writings

were included to the exclusion of computeriaed Information.

Professor Cleary suggested preliminary language borrowed

from Rule 34(a) of the proposed amendments to the Civil Rules

of November 1967: "Whether in writing or in the form of a

data compilation from which Intelligence-can be perceived

with or without the use of detection devices."

Judge Weinstein asked if the subject would be covered

by deleting lines 9, 10 and 11 up to and including the word

"as" and have the rule begin with the words, "A memorandum"

and inserting the words "in any form" after the word "record"

in line 12.

Dean Joiner moved to strike lines 9, 10 and 11 up to

and including the word "as" and also to insert the words

"or data compilation, in any form" after the word "record"
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in line 12. The rule would then begin with the words

"A memorandum" on line 11. The Committee voted unanimously

to approve Dean Joiner's amendment to subsection (b)(5).

Judge Estes moved to strike the word "diagnoses" in

line 12 and insert the word "opinions," since "opinions"

was used in connection with the conclusions of experts on all

kinds of matters. Mr. Epton said he had made the motion to

remove the word "opinions" from the first draft because be

didn't think it belonged under hearsay. The Reporter said

he believed both terms would be acceptable.

The Committee voted to adopt Judge lEtes' amendment to

insert the word "opinions" by a count of 12 to 1 (Chair

voting and Mr. Epton dissenting). Dean Joiner moved for

approval of subsection (b)(5) as amended. The Comitte,

voted unanimous approval.

Rule 8-03(b) (5) as amended reads an follow:

"(M Records of larl coeduc ed tivit
A memorandum,, report, reco or daa couip on, in
any form, of acts, events, conditions, opinions, or
diagnoses, made at or near the time by, or from
information transmitted by, a person with knowledge,
all In the course of a regularly conducted activity,
as shown by the testimony of the custodian or other
qualified witness, unless the source of Information
or the method or circumstances of preparation indi-
cate lack of trustworthiness."

(b)(6) Absence of entry In records of regularly
conduct d activitj

Professor Cleary read Rule 8-03(b)(6) as proposed in

the first draft on page 18 of Memorandum No. 22, and
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suggested that in view of the action taken in subsection

(b) (5) at line 5, the word "or" preceding the word "records"

in line 4 should be striken and the phrase "or data compil-

ations, in any form" inserted after the word-"records," and

the same should be done in line 7.

Mr. Berger moved for approval as amended, but Mr. Epton

said he would like to see the phrase "would ordinarily be

made or preserved" inserted after the word "record" in

lines4 and 7. The Reporter said he didn't think It would be

appropriate, inasmuch as the rule did not apply to documents

generally but to the certification of *vidence In the

absence of a particular record. He added that he thought the

meaning of the rule would be clarified if the word "regularly"

were substituted for the word "ordinarily" in line 8.

Judge Weinstein suggested the substitution of the word

"included" for the word "mentioned" in line 3. Mr. Berger

said in conformity with similar decisions, the words "conform-

ing to example (5) above" in lines 7 and 8 should be deleted.

Dean Joiner objected; in order to make subsection (6) pertin-

ent, he said, either the language of subsection (5) would

have to be repeatedl) or a crose reference would have to be

made to get the same conditions.

(1) "A ... record ... made at or near the time by, or some
information transmitted by, a person with knowledge, all
in the course of a regularly conducted activity."
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A vote on Mr. fBerger's motion to strike the words "Con-

forming to example (5) above" carried by a count of 6 to 5

(Mr. Raichle was not present for the vote).

The Reporter inquired if the Committet would accept the

minor changes he had advocated, and by general agreement,

the words "included" and "regularly" were substituted for

"mentioned" and "ordinarily" in lines 3 and 8 respectively.

Although there still appeared to be some question as to

the wisdom of removing the cross-reference as pertinent to

reliability and trustworthiness, on a motion by Judge

Weinstein, the Committee gave unanimous approval to

subsection (b) (6) as amended.

Rule 8-03(b)(6) as amended reads as follows:

"(6) Absence Pf entrr In recods of reglarly cone-
ducted activity. Evidence that a matter is not includ
in the momaranda, reports, records, or data compilations,
in any form, of a regularly conducted activity, to pro
the non-occurrence or non-existence of the matter, if
the matter wm of a kind of which a memoraudum, report,
record, or data compilation, LQa any form7, was regular-
ly uaade and preserved."

.b dbirecords AM on.M s
The Reporter read Rule 8-03(b)(7) as It appeared on page

19 of Memorandum No. 22, and recommended deletion of the

word "or" In line 2 and insertion after the word "statement"
of the phrase "or data compilation, in any form" to conform

with subsection (b)(5). Since there had been considerable

discussion by the Committee on this section in prior
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sessions, Professor Cleary reviewed his comments in the

memorandum on subsection (b) (7) (c). Mr. Spangenberg moved

approval, and the Committee voted unanimously for adoption.

Rule 8-03(b)(7) as approved roads as follows:

(7) Public records and rerts. Records, reports,
statements, or data compilations, in any form, of pub-
lic officials or agencies setting forth (a) the acti-
vities of the official or agency, or (b) matters
observed pursuant to duty imposed by law, or (a) In
civil cases, factual finding. resulting from an In-
vestigation made pursuant to authority granted by law,
unless the sources of information or the method or
circumstances of the investigation indicate lack of
trustworthiness."

(b) (8) RquIred reports.

Professor Cleary read Rule 8-03(b)(8) on page 21 of

Memorandum No. 22 revised by the Committee at its December

1967 session to include language of California Evidence Code

Section 1281 in lieu-of the first draft. Mr. Spangenberg

moved for approval, and the Cmmittee voted unanimously for

adoption as submitted (9 members present).

Rule 8-03(b) (8) as subsnitted reads as follows:

"j8)Rued reprts. Records of births, fetaldeaths, deats, or marriages, if the report thereof
was made to a public office pursuant to requirements
of law."

(b)(9 bsenco of pub li~crecord or ontrZ.

The Reporter read Rule 8-03(b)(9) on page 22 of

Memoran~dum No. 22 and suggested changes in lines 2, Sp 6

and 9 to conform with subsections (b) (5), (6) and (7).

Judge Estes said that the word "therein" at the end of the
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sentence was not needed. It was agreed to delete the cros

reference in lines 2 and 3. Judge Weinstein moved approval,

and the Committee voted unanimously to adopt the subsection

as amended. (Eight members were present for the voting.)

Rule 8-03(b)(9) as amended reads as follows:

"(9) Absece of public Xngd t To prove
the absence of a record, report, statement, or data
compilat ion, in any form, or the nous.. v _ or
non-eistence of a matter of which a reord ort,
statement or data compilation, Z0n any fo wa
regularly made and eser by a public ofice, aey,
or official, evidence In the form of a certificate of
the custodian or testimony that diligent search failed
to disclose the record, roport, statemet, data
compilation, CIn any f y, or entry."

(b3 (10) Records of reltiris ormastAioM.

The Reporter read Rule 8-03(b)(10) on page 23 of

Memorandum No. 22, a first draft as approved without change

at the December 1967 session. Judge Weinstein moved approval,

and the Committee voted unanimous adoption of the subsection

as submitted (8 members voting).

Rule 8-03(b)(10) as submitted reads as follows:

10 Records of re'lode" r a state-Mont o irt, marrlag, vorces, t l -
Macy, ancestry, relationship by blood or marriage, or
other similar facts or personal or family history,
contained in a regularly kept record of a religious
organitztion."

(b)(ll) Marriage. baptismal and smi-lar cortifica2ts.

Professor Cleary read Rule 8-03(b)(11) on pages 23 and

24 of Memorandum No. 22 as proposed in the first draft.

Judge Weinstein moved for deletion of the cross-reference to
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subsection (b)(10) in lines 9 and 10. He was seconded by
Judge Emtes, whose suggestion of the additional deletion of
the words "of fact" in line 9 did not meet with general

approval. The Comittee unanimously voted for adoption of
the amended rule on Judge Weinstein's motion (8 members

present).

The meeting adjourned at 5:30 P.M. and reconvened at

8:30 A.M. on Saturday, May 25, 1968, with eleven voting
members present.

(b)(12) Family records,.

The Reporter read Rule 8-03 (b)(12), the first draft an
approved without change at the December 1967 meeting, on
pages 24 and 25 of Memorandum No. 22. When he had concluded,
Mr. Jenner suggested deletion of the cross-reference in lines
10 and 11 on page 24.

Judge Weinstein said he thought the word "normally"
should be inserted before the word "contained" in line 11
and asked why the Committee had approved inclusion of the

words "urns" and "crypta" in line 2 on page 25. Mr. Berger

wanted to know why the word "rings" couldn't be deleted from

line 1 on page 25, and Judge lates replied that rings were

good for identification purpose*.

Dean Joiner proposed combining subsections (b)(l1) and

(b)(12). After a brief discussion, the Committee voted

unanimously to approve subsection (b)(12) subject to the
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changes discussed and the combining by the Reporter of sub-

sections (b)(10), (11) and (12) for third-round considera-

tion.

(b)(13) Records of documents affecting an interest
in propety.

Professor Cleary read Rule 8-03(b)(13), a first draft as

approved by the Committee at the December 1967 meeting, on

page 25 of Memorandum No. 22. Judge Weinstein moved approval

without discussion. The Committee voted unanimous approval

of subsection (b)(13) as submitted.

Rule 8-03(b)(13) reads as follows:

inDrvetX. herecordo a ocomment purporting to
establish or affect an Interest In propety, an proof
of the content of the original recorded document sad
its execution and delivery by eah perso by whom it
purports to have been executed, if the record Is a record
of a public office and an applicable statute autbeorled
the recording of documents of that kind in that office."

(b)(14) Statements In documents affecting an
terelt In propert,.

The Reporter read Rule 8-03(b)(14) on page 26 of

Memorandum No. 22. Mr. Upton moved deletion of the "unless"

clause beginning in line 6 and continuing through the end of

the sentence, since it applied as much to "hearsay" as it

did to "'weight." Professor Cleary said the rule dealt with

non-hearsay and was substantially the language of the

Uniform Rule--the purpose being the avoidance of the use of

the "wild deed," or to establish the inadmissibility of
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"interloping" deeds, which carry no weight. He admitted,

however, that old deeds were useful to title examiners in
establishing heirships. The Reporter thought the rule would

be too loose if the "unless" clause were omitted.

Judge Estes suggested that since the Committ'e purpose

was to may that this was an exception, Its purpose could be
accomplished by saying "unless It appears that dealings have

been inconsistent"--that would put the burden on the person

who is objecting.

Judge Weinstein thought the language placed too great

a burden on the judge and made the question of admissibility

too complex. Nevertheless, said Mr. Selvin, you had to have

some written guarantee of trustworthiness, and the rule an

phrased simply provided an extra safeguard against fabrica-

tion.

The Chairman asked for a vote on Mr. Epton's notion to
place a period after the word "document" In line 6 and

delete the rest of the sentence. The motion lost 6 to 6

(the Chair voting).

Mr. Berger moved approval of the subsection as submit-

ted. The Committee voted unanimous approval of subsection

(b)(14) without change.

Rule 8-03(b)(14) as submitted reads as follows:
"1(14) Statements In documernts affectingf ineet

in property. A statement oontaiied in a document pur-
porting to establish or affect an interest In property
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if the matter stated wax relevant to the purpose of the
document, unless dealingswith the property since the
document was made have been inconsistent with the truth
of the statement or the purport of the document."

(b)(15) Statements in ancient documents.

The Reporter read Rule 8-03(b)(15) as proposed In the

first draft on page 27 of Memorandum No. 22. Mr. Berger

moved approval without change. Professor Cleary advised

deletion of the cross-reference; the Committee agreed.

Mr. Spangenberg said he would put a period after the word

"documents" and enclose the words "under Rule 9-02(h)" In

parenthethes, thus making the cross-reference part of the

rule. The Chairman objected, since this would be the only

treatment of that character in the rules.

Mr. Selvin said as far as he could soe, a document under

the rule was authenticated merely because of age, and by

removing the cross-reference, It would include any document

that was authenticated regardless of age Professor Green

remarked that the word "ancient" had a legal meaning.

Mr. Selvin disagreed. The Chairman intervened--thore was a

definition of an ancient document in earlier rules. There

was not a definition, said Mr. Belvin--ther was a provision

that documents thirty years old proved themselves.

The Reporter said the caption of the rule In question

was "Ancient documents." It provided "Evidence that a docu-

ment ... (3) is at least 20 years old at the time It is
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offered." Then, said Mr. Selvin, there is no precise meaning

of "ancient document" in the rule. The Chairman said he

would prefer the phrase "as an ancient document under the

rules" to the cross-reference.

There were a number of other suggested substitution,

all more or less general in nature. Mr. Spangenberg moved to

change the wording to read,"Statements In a document which is

an ancient document under these rules." Mr. Selvin rmon-

strated that the rule was being broadened to Include any

document. Dean Joiner agreed with Mr. Selvin that the

Committee didn't have anything called an "ancient document"

In the mies.

Professor Cleary said the problem appeared to be that

some of the members felt the rule ought to be saying that

"authenticity can be established,," but he said it wasn't

necessary to establish "authenticity"--it merely had to

"qualify" an an ancient document.

The discussion continued apace, covering every phase of

authentication and age, and various amendments were offered

from time to time. The Chairman finally requested a motion

with respect to the text, and Mr. Spangenberg restated his

previous motion. The motion lost by a vote of 5 to 6.

Judge Van Pelt moved to amend by saying "Statements in

a document more than 20 years old whose authenticity is

established." The Comittoe voted to approve by a count of
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8 to 1 (2 members not voting).

Rule 8-03(b)(15) an amended reads as follows:

"(15) Statements in ancient documents. Statements
in a document more than 20 years old whose authenticity
is established."

(b)(16) Market reports, commercial publications.

Professor Cleary read Rule 8-03(b)(16) as proposed In

the first draft on page 27 of Memorandum No. 22.

Mr. Haywood moved approval as submitted. The Committee voted

unanimous approval of subsection (b)(16) without change.

Rule 8-03(b)(16) as approved reads as follows:

"(1) Market re2orts, *commercial publications.
Market quotations, tabulations, lists, directories, or
other published compilations, generally used and relied
upon by th public or by persons In particular
occupations,"

)1- er treatises.

The Reporter rewd Rule 8-03(b)(17) on page 28 of

Memorandum No. 22 and remarked that the Committee had

rejected the fivat draft, patterned after Uniform Rule 63(31),

preferring a redraft which would exempt treatise "to the

extent recognized by an expert witness on cross-exanination."

He went on to explain, however, that there was considerable

Variation in the pattern of using treatises to cross-examine

experts. The rule as drafted, he said, represents the most

liberal of these-"established as a reliable authority by

admission of the witneus"--the view of the Supreme Court
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in Reilly v. Pinkus(l) and also in Darling v. Charleston

Cmunity Hospital.(2 )

For easier reading of the rule, Professor Cleary added

that he would like to suggest a re-arrangement of the

language by striking the word "his" In line 2 and substi-

tuting the word "the" and after the word "attention" add the

phrase "of an expert witness." Also in line 2, strike the

word "the" preceding the word "cross-examinaton," and in

line 3, strike. the words "of an expert witness."

Mr. Epton moved for approval with the suggested change.

Mr. Berger wanted to know what was ofrnt by "established an a

reliable authority by admission of he witness or by other

expert testimony" in lines 7 and 8. What if the witnes

would not admit that this was a standard authority? The

Reporter replied that under the rule In many states this

would block further questioning.

Mr. Spangenberg expressed the opinion that perhaps the

Committee was making the rule too restrictive. Hbe explained

he was troubled by the word cross-examination--in the

medical field, particularly, one could encounter uncompro-

mising attitudes as to which "expert" was an authority. This

provoked a lengthy discussion on the considerable variable-

ness of opinion on (a) what constituted an expert In a

(1) Reilly v. Pinkus (338 U.s. S69 (1949)).
(2) Darling v. Charleston Comunity Hospital (33 Ill. 3d

326, 211 N.E. 2d 253 (1905)).
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particular field, (b) the treatise as an authority and (o)

the extent or limit of cross-examination as used to-establish

the qualifications of the expert.

Judge Estes moved to delete the words "to the extent

called to the attention of an expert witness on croes-

examination" in lines 1 and 2. He added that this was not

the rule in the majority of states. In Mr. Haywood's opinion

the restrictions in the present rule should not be removed.

Judge Eutes amended his motion to deletion of only the words

"upon cross-examination" in line 2. Mr. Berger remarked that

he would like to supplement Judge Ewtes' notion by striking

the words "admissions of" in line 7.

The discussion continued: to what extent could a witness

rely on books and to what extent should documents be used as

opposed to testimony by the witness? Professor Cleary said

perhaps the problems could be resolved by saying, "To the

extent relied upon by an expert on direct examination or

called to his attention on cross-examination." Judge Notes

said he would accept that amendment to his notion.

Mr. Berger moved approval of the Reporter's suggested

amendment to Judge Estea' motion. n>The Chairman said if

Judge Estes was accepting the amendment to his motion, the

rule would read: "To the extent relied upon by an expert

witness on direct examination or called to his attention

upon cross-examination."
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Mr. Epton said he supported Mr. Selvin's argument and

much preferred the original draft of the rule.

The Chairman called for a vote on Judge Bates' motion

as amended by thoi Reporter. The Committee voted approval

by a count of 6 to 5.

Mr. Berger said he moved substitution of the phrase

"established as a reliable authority by the witness" for

"admiuslon of the witness." The Reporter sugested that the

same result might be achieved by Inserting the words "the

testimony or" after the word "by" In line 7. Mr. Berger

agreed and moved adoption, as amended by the Reporter.

Dean Joiner seconded. The motion carried by a vote of 7 to

5 (the Chair voting).

The Reporter said he would prefer to reverse the

amended language In the introductory segment of the rule.

Mr. Berger moved approval of subsection (b) (17) Incorporating

the changes suggested by Professor Cleary. The Committee

voted approval of the amended subsection by a count of 7 to

5 (the Chair "noting).

Rule 8-03(b)(17) as Mended reads an follows:

"(17) Learnpd trEatises. To the extent called to
the at en ion of an expert wItness upon cross-examina-
tion or relied upon by bin on direct examination,
statements contAined in published treatises, periodi-
cals, or pamphlets on a subject of history, medicine,
or other science or art, established as a reliable
authority-by the testimony or admission of the witness
or by other expert testimony or by judicial notice."

Mr. Haywood and Judge Van Pelt muggested the addition

of the words "discipline" and "psychology" to lines 5 and
6. The Committee discusued the merit of adding anything
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to the categories already listed in the rule. Mr. Jenner

said that in the light of the discussion, further ansndments

would be taken into consideration at a later date.

(b)(18) Reputation concerning personal or
family -isto

Professor Cleary read Rule 8-03(b)(18), a first draft

approved without change, on page 34 of Memorandum No. 22.

Mr. Haywood moved for adoption and Judge Van Pelt seconded.

Subdivision (b)(18) was approved unanimously by the

Comittee as submitted.

Rule 8-03(b) (18) reads as follows:

"(18) Regsputtio cmeraiE "esoal gr fami ii
history. Reputation among members of his family by
blood or marriage, or among his associates, or In the
comunity, co'cerning a person's birth, marriage,
divorce, death, legitimacy, relationship by blood or
marriage, ancestry, or other similar fact of his per-
sonal or family history."

(b)(19) Reputation concerning boundaries or
eoneral history.

The Reporter read Rule 8-03(b)(19) proposed In the first

draft on page 35 of Memorandum No. 22. Judge Van PNlt

questioned the comma in line 5 after the word "in." The

Reporter said he had been doubtful about it and thoughl it

should be removed, as well as the coma after the word "of"

in line 4. Mr. Spangenberg moved approval of the subsection

with deletion of the commas in lines 4 and 5. The Committee

voted unanimously for adoption.
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Rule 8-03(b) (19) as amended reads as follows

"(19) Reputation concerning bountries or Zenall
historZ. Reputation in a community, arising before the
controversy, to boundaries of or customs affecting
lands In the community, and reputation an to events of
general history important to the community or state or
nation in vh',Lch located." -

-(b)-(20) Reputation an to chara~cter.,

Professor Cleary read Rule 8-03(b)(20) proposed in the

first draft on page 35 of Memorandum No. 22, and cemented

that the rules included other references to reputation under

relevance and in connection with impeachment of witnesses.

Under the latter, the Committee had decided not to Include

a provision impeaching a witness by proving that he had a bad

reputation for truth and veracity, which, the Reporter said,

might result in unfavorable comment from small town lawyers

because this was a favorite technicality for impeachment In

the rural areas. The Reporter said he couldn't put It back

in because the Coemittee had voted its deletion; however,

he wanted to bring it to their attention. Mr. Epton moved

approval of the subsection as submitted. Subsection (b)(20)

was approved unanimously by the Committee.

Rule 8-03(b)(20) reads as follow.:

"$20) Reoutation as to characer. Reputation of a
person s character among his associates or in the
community."
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(b)(21) Recorded recollection.

Professor Cleary read Rule 8-03(b)(21) en page 36 of
Memorandum No. %2, which included provisions approved by

the Committee at the March 1968 meeting thbt the recollec-

tion of the witness be insufficient to enable him to testi-
fy fully and accurately, and limiting the use of the recorded
recollection to being "read into *uidntl.' Asse offered by

the adverse party.

Mr. Epton cited an instance of a man who had made it a

practice to write memoranda in connection with his business
activities, a practice of which everyone was aware. During

the course of a lawsuit in which the uan was involved, he

suffered a stroke and could not testify to certain informa-
tion. It seemed to Mr. Epton that since the man was noted
for his habit of suzrarizing busines transactions in
memoranda, he would not have to 6t.putlz someone else to

testify to this information. However, he added, it might ba
that what he was suggesting would broaden the rule too much.

Mr. Jenner said Mr. Epton wa presenting an exmple

which was covered by the general provision in sulsection (a)

of the rule and that subsection (b)(21) referred to the wit-
ness who was placed on the stand--the facts must be estab-

lished by the witness himself.

Mr. Viilliams said suppose two attorneys, Smith and
Jones, aittend a conference. When they return to the office,
they agree that Smith should write a memorandum of what
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transpired. Subsequently, this document is placed in evidence

in an important perjury suit against a third party named

Brown. Smith has had a stroke and is unable to testify that

he prepared the memorandum; however, at the time Smlth pro-

pared it, he showed it to Jones, and so Jones says he has an

accurate recollection of the document. Jones gets on the

stand and testifies that he cannot remember the Conference,

but he knows that Smith's memorandum accurately reflects what

took place.

Professor Cleary said that perhaps in the original rule

the memorandum could go in, but it coilldn't qualify under the

rule as drafted. Judge Weinstein askod if Jones couldn't

lay the foundation by saying that Smith would corroborate.

Dean Joiner said that it still wouldn't qualify because the

rule says in line 3 "b; his own testimony,," nor for that

matter, he added, can Jones testify that he once bad knowledge.

Mr. Berger wanted to know if that phrase could be deleted?

Mr. Jenner said the Cmmittee should not make It possible

for just any miscellaneous paper that turns up in the file

to qualify as adisaible evidence.

Mr. Selvin said he thought the Comittee's purpose was

to provide a means of augmenting a witness' past recollection,

not to make a document independent and affirmative evidence.

Professor Cleary said Mr. Williams had raised a very

good question: (a) can Jones supply the testimony of Smith
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or (b) is Jones a corroborative witness. Mr. Jonner said that

either of the examples offered by Mr. Epton and Mr. Williams

could get in under subsection (a), but he didn't want to

open the door any further under (b) (21).

Dean Joiner said ho would like to see it made pouble

for Smith to present the evidence that was essential to show

he had knowledge at that time. Mr. Brger moved to amend by

deleting in line 3 the words "by his own testimony" and In

lines 6 and 7 deleting the phrase, "by tstimony of himself

or himself and others."

The Committee voted 7 to 5 to approve Mr. Borger's

motion (the Chair voting).

Mr. Williams moved to strike the last sentence (lines

9, 10 and 11) since all the other exceptions to the hearsay

rule were written. Judge Estes seconded the motion.

Mr. Spangenberg said another important point to remember

was that on matters on which a witness is questioned, the

jury just begr the testimony, but written documents go to

the jury where they can be read and thus carry more weight.

However, it seemed wrong to Mr. Sparagenberg that t04 witness

who does remember gets less credit for what he remembers

than for what he doesn't remember and must testify to as a

document.

Mr. Spangenberg's remark that all tangible evidence is

presented to the jury for examination prompted an argument
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among the members as to the extent of this practice In the

different jurisdictions. Before Mr. Jenner called for a

vote on Mr. Willias' motion, Professor Green remarked that

perhaps the Comumittee should have a general rui* equivalent

to the last sentence.

The vote was 7 to 5 in approval of *. ' ) s h

motion to strike the last sentence. Uiu -t - f or

adoption of the subeoction as amended. 'fi 1 JX,,i ',-- voted

adoption by a count of 7 to 5.

Rule 8-03(b) (21) as approved reads an fol jm:s

(21) Recorded recollectimd. A memorandum or record
concerning a ratter about which a witness once had know-ledge but now has not sufficient recollection to enable
him to testify fully and accurately, shown to have boon
made when the matter was fresh In his memory and toreflect that knmyledge correctly."

_(b)_(22) Judment of- previous- conviction.

The Reporter read Rule 8-03(b)(22), the first draft

approved at the March 1968 meeting, on pages 37 and 38 of

Memorandum No. 22. Dean Joiner moved approval as submitted.

The Committee votod unanimous approval of subsection (b)(22)

as submitted.

Rule 8-03(b)(22) reads as follows:

"(22) Juqd ent of previous conviction. Evidence of
a fina Ju gant, entere a er a tria or upon a pleaof guilty (but not upon a plea of nolo contenders), ad-judging a pci-!- guilty of a crime punishable by deathor imprisonvir An excess of one year, to prove any fact
essential to awtaln the judgment, but not Including,
when offered byj the Government in a crilinal prosecution
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for purposes other than impeachment, judgments against
p~rsms other than the acused. The pendency of an
appeal say be show but does not affect ablisibiity."

(b)(23) Judgment as to pezsonal, family, or
Sgenal history.or boundaries

Professor Cleary read Rul) 8-03(b)(23) on page 39 of

Memorandum No. 22. Mr. Spangenberg moved approval. The

Comittee voted unanimously to approve subsection (b)(23)

as submitted.

Rule 8-03(b)(23) reads as follows:

"23) J t as to ceuoal, famlIZ or garal
history, or ual"es. Juua
of personal, family or general history, or boundaries,
esential to the judgment, If the sare would be
provable by evidence of reputation."

PROPOSED RULE OF WIDuCE P 04 - H T SUMMONS:

(a) Gneral rovilos.

The Repxrtor read &.jla 8onK.), On page 40 of andum

No. 22, and suggested a changi Lhe language arrangement

in conformity with th- Comattt*'i -a% vtlon on Rule 8-03, by

stri!k'un the rt' "H-arsay" in line 2 and inserting the words

"A sk-atoent," . striking the words "to be." Also, in

l strike the word "under" and substitute the word "by."

In line 4; he said, strike the word "and" and in lines

and 4 delete the phrase "the declarant is unavailable as a

witness."

The Rcr'- ter ri- Vx ti lut that the phrase "assurances of
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accuracy" was susceptible of being interpreted as require-

uent for a simple statement, and suggested modification of

the word "assurances" in line 6 by insertion of the word

"reasonable" inasmuch as the Committee should set a higher

than ordinary standard of truth.

Mr. Epton said he would support the Reporter's suggested

changes as a motion to amend; Mr. Selvin seconded.

Mr. Spangenberg said he believed "sibstantial" was a

stronger word. Judge Weinstein suggested the word "strong."

The Committee rejected the Reporter's notion to insert the

word "reasonable" before the word "assurances" by a vote of

4 to 7.

Mr. WilliaMs moved to insert the word "strong" before

the word "assurances." He said it was the only adjective that

didn' t weaken the word "assurances." The vote on Mr. Williams'

motion lost by a count of 4 to 5 (the Chair and two ambers

not voting).

Judge Van Pelt said he believed something should be done

and moved that the word 'reasonable" be insorted In prefer-

ance to "strong." The Chairman awked for a rovote on the

word "reasonable" but cc' id not got a definite comitmet

to either approve or disapprove Judige Van Pelt's motion.

Mr. Jenner than called for a vote on insertion of the

word "substantial" after the word "offer" in line 6. The

Committee rejected the word "substantial" by a vote of

5 to 6.
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Mr. Berger moved adoption of the rule with all language

changes suggested by the Reporter, excepting modification of

the word "assurances." Mr. Spangenberg interposed with a

motion to reconsider insertion of the word "strong" after

the word "offer" in line 6. He was seconded by Dean Joiner.

The Committee voted approval of Mr. Spangenberg'u motion by

a count of 7 to 3 (the Chair and one member not voting).

Although the last vote was decisively in favor of the

word "strong" over the other suggested posibilities, the

Cmmittee continued to debate the choice of words. To

resolve the issue, the Chairman called for another vote.

The count was 7 to 5 in favor of Mr. Spangenberg's motion.

Mr. Epton moved for approval of the subsection as

amended. The Comittee voted 11 to 1 (Profesor Green dis-

senting) for Adoption of subsection (a) as amended.

Professor Green explained that he disliked the word "strong"

as "not making any sense."

Rule 8-04(a) as amended reads as follows:

"Rule 8-04. Hearsay exceptions: doclargat
unavailable.

"(a) Genoral orovisions. A statement Is not
excluded by the hearsay rule if-t nature of the
statement and the special circumstances under which it
was made offer strong assurances of accuracy and the
deslarant ti unavailable as a witness."

_(b 11utr-at ions

The Reporter read Rule 8-04(b) as proposed in the first

draft without change on page 42 of Memorandum No. 22. In
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conformance with Rule 8-03, he suggested the deletion of the

words "exemplify the application" in lines 2 and 3, and

insertion after the word "following" in line 2 of the words,

"are examples of statements conformIng with the requirements."

The Committee indicated agreement. Rule 8-04(b), as

approved by the Committee, with amendients suggested by the

Reporter, reads as follow.:

"( tratl By way of Illustration and not
by way of MIaiitatin, the following are examples of
statements conforming with the requirements:"

(b)(l) Former tetinon.

Professor Cleary read subseotion (b)(1) and directed the

Committee's attention to him comments to the rule wherein he

had advocated separation of this provision from its present

location for special treatment in Its own rule because bere,

as a "lead-off" provision and as presently worded, it met too

strong a standard of reliability. However, in view of the

Committee's action the day before in this connection, and its

revision of the preliminary language of subsection (b), he

thought "former testimony" could remain where it was.

Professor Green wanted to know what difference there

was in the word "strong" as it was used in Rule 8-03 and lj2

the Reporter's comments to Rule 8-04; apparently its offecat-

iveness varied according to Its location The Reporter

remarked that the Committee appeared to be concentrating

heavily on the word "strong." Judge Rates said it was simply
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that the word "strong" had put a lot of weight on admissibil-

ity where it had no certain status otherwise.

Mr. Berger moved to strike the words "motive and" In

line 11. Mr. Berger's motion was rejected by the Committee

by a vote of 1 to 10. Dean Joiner moved approval of subsec-

tion (b)(1) without change. Rule 8-04(b)(1), as submitted,

was unanimously approved by the Coem ttee.

Rule 8-04(b)(1), approved without change, reads as

follows:

"(b)(l) Formr tqtl . Testimony given an a
witness at- another beatim-C of the came or a different
proceeding, or in a deposition taken in compliance with
law In the course of another proeding, at the Instance
of or agaivst a party with an opportunity to develop
the testimony by direct, crs, or redirect examination,
with motive and interest similar to those of the party
against whoe now offered."

(bjj2 Stten of rwgn ~eto

The Reporter read Rule 8-04(b)(2) on pages 44 and 45 of

Memorandum No. 22, the original draft of which was rejected

by the Committee as being too lenient Insofar an unavailabil-

ity requirements were concerned and because it could lead to

specialization by attorneys in the drafting of statements

for uae by witnesses In the event they became unavailable

due to mischance or machination. The ReRorter said he felt

these discrepancies had now buen corrected.

Mr. Jenner suggested to the Reporter that the word

"anyone" be substituted for the words, "lawyer or person" in
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line 3; he did not like to see a lawyer singled out for spe-

lal reference in the rule. Judge Van Pelt said he could see

no possible objection to the word "person."

The Committee spent some time debating the terminology

to be used in the rule and discussing the merits of a

variety of suggested changes in the wording of lines 1

through 4 without arriving at any decision as to either.

Professor Green moved to strike the words, "lawyer or"

and insert after the words "engaged in" the phrase "investi-

gating, litigating, or settling a claim."

Kr. Selvin said he was prepared to strike the entire

subsection, since it appeared that lawyers were going to be

disenfranchised as a class.

The Committee voted 7 to 5 to approve Professor Green's

amendment to strike the words, "lawyer or" In line 3, on

page 44, and insert after the word "in"' the phrase, "investi-

gating, litigating, or settling a claim."

Mr. Spangenberg said he was puzzled by the muaning of

the words "in good faith" in line 3 on page 45-it was

rather loose phraseology and could be variously interpreted

to suit the purpose of whoever wa making the statement. He

said he much preferred the words, "not in contemplation of

litigation," which would preclude the possibility of a

memorandum made solely for that purpose. Mr. Spangenberg

moved to delete the words "in good faith" in line 3 on
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on page 45 and substitute the words "and not in contemplation

of litigation."

The Cmmittee rejected Mr. Spangenberg's notion by a

vote of 5 to 6. Judge Van Pelt said he would accept

Mr. Spangenberg's motion if he would retain the words, "in

good faith." Mr. Berger moved to insert after the word

"faith" in line 3 the phrase, "not in contemplation of his

litigation."

The Committee voted approval of subsection (b)(2) an

amended by Mr. Berger by a count of 10 to 1 (Mr. Epton

dissenting).

Dean Joiner remarked that the rule needed grammatical

attention; Mr. Jenner said that this could be left to the

discretion of the Reporter and any changes would be brought

to the attention of the Committee for third-round consideration.

Rule 8-04(b)(2), as amended, reads an follows:

"(2) Statement of recent Rtrception. A statement,
not in response to the Instigatiou of a person engaged
in investigating, litigating, or settling a claim,
narrating, describing, or explaining an event or condi-
tion recently perceived by the deolarant, In good faith
and not in contemplation of his litigationand made
while his recollection was clear."

(b)Q3) Statement under belief of ixexding death,

Professor Cleary read Rule 8-04(b) (3) on page 47 of

Memo'randum No. 22. Mr. Epton moved adoption without change.

The Committee voted unanimous approval of subsection (b)(3)

as submitted.
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Dean Joiner made a motion to transfer subsection (b) (3)

from Rule 8-04 to Rule 8-03, which the Committee voted to

reject by a count of 1 to 10.

Rule 8-04(b) (3), as submitted, reads as follows:

"1(3) Statement under belief of iem di death.
A Statement made by a declarant while believing that
his death was imminent."

Judge Bates requested reconsideration of the motion to

insert the word, "substantial" in line 6 of Rule 8-04(a).

The Chairman said this would be brought up for thIrd-round

consideration at the next meeting.

(b)(4)_Statement _inst interest.

The Reporter read Rule 6-04(b)(4) as proposed in the

first draft on page 48 of Memorandum No. 22. fean Joiner

moved approval, seconded by Mr. Epton. The Committee voted

unanimous approval of subsection (b) (4) as submitted

(9 members present).

Rule 8-04(b)(4), as submitted, r*ed as follows:

__4) Stlt~gat asall"S interest. A stateent
which wm at th time o ts g so far contrary to
the declarant's pecuniary oh' proprietary interest, or
so far tended to subject him to civil or criminal
liability or to render invalid a claim by his aginst
another or to make him an object of hatred, ridicule,
or social disapproval, that a-reasonable man im his
position would not have made the Statement unless he
believed it to be true."
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(b)(5) Statement of rsonal or family istor

Mr. Jenner read Rule 8-04(b)(5) on pae 48 of Memorandum

No. 22, a first draft of sub-items (1) and (11) as approved

without change at the meeting March 1968. The Reporter said

sub-item (iii), formerly included In the rule, had been

withdrawn and would be resubmitted under proposed Rule 8-05.

Dean Joiner moved transfer of subsection (b)(5) to

Rule 8-03. The CommIttee rejected Dean Joiner's motion by

a vote of 2 to 6 (one member not voting).

Judge Van Pelt moved approval of subsection (b)(5)(i)

and (ii) without change. The Comittee voted unanimous

approval of the subsection as submitted.

Rule 8-04(b)(5), as submitted, reads as follows:

II(5) Statement of personal or familZ blstgr.
(pi) A statement concerning the doclarant s own birth,
marriage, divorce, legitimacy, relatlship by blood or
marriage, ancestry, or other siilar fact of personal
or ftally history even thouh declarant had no means
of acquiring personal knowledge of the matter stated;
or (ii) a statment concerning the foregolg matters,
and death also, of another person, If the doclarant
was related to the other by blood or marriage or was
so Intimately associated with the other's faaily as
to be likely to have accurate Information concerning
the matter declared."

PROPOSED RULE OF EVIDENCE 6-05 - HEASAY WITHIN HEARSAY

The Reporter read Rule 8-05 on page 50 of Memorandum

No. 22, which had been inadvertantly omitted from the first

draft submission. The title, he explained, indicated the

subject, referred to in the Uniform Rules as "'31Qtip1e KOaW-7
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and in the Model Code as "Double Hearsay." He said he

believed the title selected by the Committee was uore accur-

ately descriptive.

Mr. Williams remArked that the Committee had spent

several days voting on the hearsay rule, and he thought it

had managed to effectively abrogate the old concept ofi

exceptions to the hearsay rule. Professor Cleary replied

that there wre twe exceptions: Rules 8-03 and 8-04.

Mr. William said the ComAittee had Oone a lot of revolutioa-

Liing, and he didn't believe the phrase "assurances of accur-

scy conformably with an exception to ths hearsay rule" In

lines 4 and 5 was pvrticularly meaningful, inasmuch as they

had departed appreciably from "hearsay" in the traditional

sense. The Chairman suggested adding the words, "provided in

these rules" at the end of the sentence.

Mr. Spangenberg advocated striking the word "an" in

line 4 and inserting the word "either" before the word

"exception." The Reporter observed that what was wanted was

not "assurances of accuracy" but that each part of the com-

bined statements should conform with either exception to the

hearsay rule.

The various amendments to the rules that had been made

during the past two days were discussed by the Committee.

The Chairman said there was a motion to strike the

words "has assurances of accuracy conformably with an" in
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lines 3 and 4 and substitute the words "conforms with

either," and to delete the period after the word "rule" in

line 5 and add the words "provided In these rules."

The Committee voted unanimoly to adopt the suggeted

amendments to Rule 8-05. Professor Cleary suggested dolet-

ing the word. "to be" in line 2. The Comittee adopted the

Reporter's amendmnt by a vote of 8 to 1 (one member not

voting).

Rule 8-05, as amended, reads as follws:

ule 8-05. Hears ay
includ -Wi-thin hray f no elud" under th hear-
say rule If each pert of the oomt.od statements con-
forms with either emeptIon to the hearsay rule
provided in thes rules.

PROPOSED RULE OF EVIDENCE 8-06 - ATTACKING AND SUPPORTING

The Reporter read Rule 8-06 On page 54 of Memorandum

No. 22,. which was inadvertently emitted from the original

first draft submission.

Mr. Jenner said he didn't think it was ncessary to have

the words, "the same" at the end of the rule, and proposed

that they be deleted. Judge Van Pelt moved to approve the

Chairmanx' suggestion. The Comittee voted wuanimous

approval of Rule 8-06 with the deletion suggested by the

Chairmn.

Rulo 8-C6 reads as reproduced on the following pa".
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attalw _d or 1i ihida..1 ** '&M 9 m6 Vf- be
aigibla te' if des at be *etifi" ^ uX_. a~~~~t 1-W a witness. xgidgese St a tamns 18atek by the
deelaat at am time, inaeis t With hih
xta*tamt is not subjeet to my rt that be hanbees afforded an opportunity to demy or OsNAin"

The Chairawn rquested that the Cmaittee to to

_emwrzadinNo 23, Rule 3*o0l, criminal cases. W. Willia
suggested that they defer conideration of this relo until
a later date. ft. Jenr said he accepted the suggest a"
requested the Camittee to pass an to wema lo. 4.

Memorand No.* 24, Ar~ticle I. prw a

ule 1-01 soag.

Mr. Jenuer read Rule 1-01 an page 1 of Oeradum No 24,
a first draft, amsldered at the Mch 1966 meeting, without
Change.

Judge Van Pelt moved approval of Rule 1-01 as submitted,
seconded by Dean Joiner.

Judge Weinstein thought that perhaps they could elimin-
ate the cross-reference and simply say, "with the emeptloe
stated In these rules." The Reporter said he would prefer
not to eliminate the cross-"ference at this time, slnce it
served as a reference an to when and where thes* rules
applied to a peocific place. It as A temporary provisio
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which, In the final compilation, would be eliminated from

the rule and placed in the back of the book.

Mr. Jenner restated Judge Weinstein's motion to delete

the cross-reference and Insert the words, "these rules."

The Committee voted to amend by a count of 4 to S (the

Chair and one member not voting, and one member not present

for the voting).

Rule 1-01, an amended, roads an follows:

"Rule 1-01. Scne. Thee. rules govern proceedings
in the courts of the United States and before United
States commisio ners, to the extent and with the
exceptions stated in thas rules."

The Reporter remarked that he considered this a bad

vote. Hle contended that none of the Committee members had

had an opportunity to carefully read the material and that

therefore, they were proceeding ineffectively at this point.

Mr. Jenner said he would call the Camittoss atention

to these rules and request that they be given special con-

sideratlon before the next meeting. He requested that the

Committee turn to Rule 1-03 at Peg* 36 of Wmorandus No. 24.

Mr. pn enberg said he would like to return to

Rule 1-01, am he thought the rule should be stated simply an

one which governs proceedings, and he moved to put a perlod.

aftor the word "coIssione" In line 3 and delete the rest

of the sentence.

Professor Cleary objected to the amendment, and the

Chairman Interrupted to say that since the Committee would
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be stawtin at this point at the meat meetifg. they MI Mt ]
pswsu-the matter Of a"_" at thW tim.X

The suting adjowuned at 1:40 P.M. X

bad bee mae that the unet meetng, of
tlF CO~ittoo would o me at 0:00 A.M,
_buvkyo, Agut l, IWO, Mmd uImo ea' a f. -w'

day wI d throeu Aust 38, 1iW, sW jmvn at
5:00 PA. om that te. C ha chwAfu e -a
eOmcowud sp "A ths C*itt wld 'the

pWoed with tbiwird-umd oee _issttaf St all
matteam. Tbe Reporter w to Ieett-I the
s"Donce of the usteIlays Is their final torm and
w"ud prepare a modified au ,t.,

..


